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Abstract
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Doctor of Philosophy
PHENOMENOLOGY OF THE MINIMAL B − L EXTENSION
OF THE STANDARD MODEL AT THE LHC
by Lorenzo Basso
A well-motivated framework to naturally introduce neutrino masses is the B − L
model, a U(1) extension of the standard model related to the baryon minus lepton
gauged number. Besides three right-handed neutrinos, that are included to cancel the
anomalies (thereby naturally providing neutrino masses), this model also encompasses a
complex scalar for the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the extended gauge sector and
to give mass to the Z′ boson. We present the phenomenology, the discovery potential
at the LHC, and the most up-to-date experimental and theoretical limits of the new
particles in this model. In the gauge sector, a Z′ boson is present. We study its
properties (i.e., production cross sections, branching ratios, total width), showing that
it is dominantly coupled to leptons. We also present a detailed discovery power study
at the LHC and at Tevatron for the Z′ boson. In the fermion sector, after implementing
the see-saw mechanism, we end up with three heavy neutrinos. We show that they can
be long-lived particles (therefore providing displaced vertices in the detector), and that
they can induce spectacular multi-lepton decays of the Z′ boson. We also study the full
signature pp → Z′ → νhνh, and present a parton level and a detector level analysis for
the tri-lepton decay mode of the Z′ boson via heavy neutrinos. In the gauge sector,
the two Higgs ﬁelds mix. We derive the unitarity bound and the constraints from the
renormalisation group equations study. In the allowed region of the parameter space, we
delineate the phenomenology of the Higgs bosons and we show characteristic signatures
of the latter, at the LHC, involving the Z′ boson and the heavy neutrinos.Contents
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xixChapter 1
Introduction
A new era in particle physics has started. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN,
Geneva, is ﬁnally taking data and a huge eﬀort from both theoretical and experimental
communities is required to meet the challenge.
The standard model (SM) 1 of electroweak (EW) and strong interactions 2 is once
again going to be severely tested, as well as many of its extensions that have been
proposed to cure its ﬂaws. The observed pattern of neutrino masses [8; 9], the existence
of dark matter [10] and the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry [10; 11] are the most
severe evidences the SM fails to explain. Deep criticism can be moved against the SM
also from the theoretical point of view. The so-called ‘hierarchy problem’ (see, e.g., [12]
and references therein) is an example. The inadequacy of the SM is reinforced by the
fact that one of its fundamental component is still missing: the Higgs boson.
It is widely accepted that the SM ought to be extended, but no one knows if the
proper way has already been explored in the literature. A joint collaboration is therefore
needed between the experimental and the theoretical communities.
The project of this Thesis has been guided by these principles. The aim is to ﬁll
some of the gaps in the overall preparation towards real data, as well as to interact
proﬁciently with experimentalists. An extension of the SM has been systematically
studied, from the deﬁnition of its parameter space to the collider signatures, leading to
some novel and exciting possibilities for the LHC to shed light on. Within the ambition
of a complete study, in all its aspects, the experimental help has been fundamental to
eﬃciently concentrate on aspects of actual interest in a way useful for both communities.
The main motivations 3 for the extension of the SM that we will describe concern the
lack of a natural explanation for the observed pattern of neutrino masses, the unknown
origin of a global and not anomalous accidental U(1) symmetry in the SM (related to
the baryon minus lepton (B−L) quantum numbers), and the absence of any observation
of a fundamental scalar degree of freedom (the Higgs boson).
1For reviews, excellent textbooks exist, see Refs. [6; 7].
2We do not consider here the inclusion and description of gravity at the quantum level, often kept
aside of the traditional SM framework.
3Other fundamental reasons to extend the SM being the inclusion of the gravity, the lack of a dark
matter candidate, the dark energy, the hierarchy problem, the matter-antimatter asymmetry.
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Besides the global U(1)B−L symmetry of the SM, that can be thought as an acciden-
tal symmetry (not imposed, as the custodial symmetry [13]), the previous issues can be
tackled separately. The neutrino masses and mixing angles are traditionally explained
by means of the so-called ‘see-saw mechanism’ [14; 15; 16; 17; 18], simply including 3
right-handed (RH) neutrinos and imposing that their eﬀective mass term is much bigger
than the Dirac one, that couples the traditional left-handed (LH) neutrinos and the RH
neutrinos to the Higgs ﬁeld. The right scale for the masses of the 3 SM-like neutrinos is
then reproduced by an eﬀective mass term for a RH neutrino of O(1014 ÷ 1016) GeV.
By now, the Higgs boson is the only undetected particle of the SM, and its properties
are still unknown. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to think of modiﬁcations of the scalar
sector that are still compatible with experimental constraints. The most economical way
to modify the scalar sector of the SM is to include one (or more) scalar singlets, either
real [19; 20; 21; 22; 23] or complex [24], whose phenomenology at hadronic and leptonic
colliders has been studied in great detail, as well as their impact on precision observables.
In fact, the latter are able to constrain the viable parameter space of the extended Higgs
sectors (see, e.g., [2; 22; 25] and references therein).
Augmenting the scalar sector only does not provide an explanation for the observed
pattern of the neutrino masses and mixing angles. Following a bottom-up approach,
this Thesis discusses a well motivated framework that remedies at once such ﬂaws of the
SM: the B −L model [26; 27; 28; 29]. This is a triply-minimal extension of the SM. It is
minimal in the gauge sector, in which a single U(1) factor is added, related to the B−L
number, by simply promoting to local the already existing U(1)B−L global symmetry of
the SM. It is minimal in the fermion sector, in which a SM singlet fermion per generation
is added, to cure the new U(1)B−L related anomalies. These fermions can naturally be
interpreted as the RH neutrinos. It is minimal in the scalar sector, in which a complex
neutral scalar singlet is added to spontaneously break the new U(1) symmetry, and at
the same time to give to the new gauge boson a mass (to evade present experimental
bounds). The two latter points, once the U(1)B−L symmetry is spontaneously broken,
naturally provide a dynamical implementation of the see-saw mechanism, explaining the
neutrino masses. As we will see, the remnant degree of freedom of the new complex
scalar severely impinges in the phenomenology of the scalar sector.
As mentioned, we follow a bottom-up approach, being mainly interested in studying
the phenomenology of the model at colliders. In the light of this, we are not here
interested in seeking an embedding of this model into grand uniﬁed theories (GUT).
Direct consequence is that the gauge coupling related to the extra U(1) factor, controlling
the interaction of the Z′ boson, is a free parameter. Even though we are not interested
in studying the details of it, we are aware that extra U(1) factors appear naturally in
GUT scenarios, conceptually motivating our minimal extension.
The general model we introduce is a one-dimensional class of U(1) extensions of the
SM, in which each element is characterised by the properties of the new gauge boson
associated to the extra U(1) factor. In all generality, the latter couples to fermions3
proportionally to a linear combination of the standard hypercharge (Y ) and the B − L
number. The coeﬃcients of this linear combination are 2 1 gauge couplings, that in
our bottom-up approach are free parameters. A variety of standard benchmark models
is then recovered. For example, the sequential standard model (SSM), the U(1)R, the
U(1)χ, and the ‘pure’ B − L model, all anomaly-free with the SM particle content
augmented by the RH neutrinos. The latter one is the benchmark model on which we
will focus our numerical study.
The ‘pure’ B−L model is identiﬁed by the fact that the extra gauge boson, or Z′
B−L,
couples to fermions proportionally to their B − L number only. On the one side, this
directly implies a vanishing Z − Z′ mixing (at the tree-level), that is consistent with
the existing tight constraints on such mixing, compatible with a negligible value [33].
Moreover, the B − L charge does not distinguish the chirality, i.e., the LH and the RH
degrees of freedom of the same fermion have the same B −L quantum numbers. Hence,
Dirac fermions have just vectorial couplings to the Z′
B−L boson:
gR
Z′ = gL
Z′ ⇒

 
 
gV
Z′ =
gR
Z′ + gL
Z′
2
= (B − L) g′
1 ,
gA
Z′ =
gR
Z′ − gL
Z′
2
= 0.
(1.1)
On the contrary, the mass-eigenstates for the neutrinos, after the see-saw mechanism,
are Majorana particles. Therefore, they have pure axial couplings to the Z′
B−L boson
[34].
As a consequence, we decided not to study the asymmetries of the decay products
stemming from the Z′
B−L boson, given their trivial distribution at the peak. However,
asymmetries can be important in the interference region, especially just before the Z′
boson peak, where the Z −Z′ interference will eﬀectively provide an asymmetric distri-
bution somewhat milder than the case in which there is no Z′ boson. This is a powerful
method of discovery and identiﬁcation of a Z′ boson and it deserves future investigations.
It is important to emphasise that this is a TeV scale extension of the SM. This means
that the U(1)B−L breaking vacuum expectation value (VEV) is of O(TeV). Hence, also
the new particles will have masses at the TeV scale. In particular, we will consider
both the Z′ boson and the new Higgs particle with masses in the 0.1 ÷ 10 TeV range.
Regarding the neutrinos, with a suitable choice of the parameters, the 3 light neutrinos
will have masses in the sub-eV range, while the 3 heavy ones will have masses of O(100)
GeV.
An attractive feature of the B−L model is that a successful realisation of the mech-
anism of baryogenesis through leptogenesis (to explain the observed matter-antimatter
asymmetry) might be possible in this model, as shown in Refs. [35; 36]. It is very
1In extensions of the SM with n U(1) factors, the Abelian gauge group mix. For consistency,
n+1 X
k=1
k
gauge couplings appear. In our model, where n = 1, we will have 2 more gauge coupling besides the SM
one, g [30; 31; 32]. More details are given in section 2.1.4 1. INTRODUCTION
suggestive that this realisation takes place at the TeV scale. However, its correct imple-
mentation results in constraints on the neutrino masses, both on the light ones and on
the heavy ones, and on their CP-violating phases.
As already stated, in this Thesis we are mainly concerned with the impact of the
model at colliders, on which the above phases do not play any role. Also, to maximise and
highlight the interesting patterns that can be observed, and for illustrative purposes, we
decided to not include here the above constraints on the neutrino masses. To reconcile,
the results that we will show can be thought to be valid for at least one generation.
Bearing this in mind, we will consider all the heavy neutrinos as degenerate and
with masses that are free parameters, varying them in the 50 ÷ 500 GeV range. Hence,
in most of the cases, smaller than Z′ boson mass. We will show that the Z′ boson in
this model, with TeV scale heavy neutrinos, can decay into pairs of the latter. Another
diﬀerence with respect to the traditional Z′ literature is, therefore, that the Z′
B−L boson
branching ratios (BRs) are not ﬁxed. Neither its intrinsic width is, being the gauge
coupling as well a free parameter.
The presence of new coupled matter, the heavy neutrinos, has important phenomeno-
logical consequences. The possibility of the Z′ boson (and of the Higgs bosons, as we
will show) to decay into pairs of them, will provide new and exciting signatures. It is
worth to brieﬂy mention that the peculiar decays of the Higgs bosons into pairs of heavy
neutrinos, or into pairs of Z′ bosons, is a distinctive signature of this model, oﬀering
the chance to distinguish it from the plethora of the otherwise identical, concerning the
scalar sector, singlet extensions of the SM in the literature.
In this Thesis we decided to study the details of the gauge and fermion sectors. Their
mutual interactions are fully included in the Z′ decay into pairs of heavy neutrinos.
Altogether, this decay provides new and spectacular multi-lepton signatures of the Z′
boson. One of the main results of this Thesis is the study of one of them, the tri-lepton
decay mode (i.e., when the Z′ decays into exactly 3 charged leptons and other particles,
such as jets and/or missing energy), together with the related backgrounds. We will
present a parton level strategy for reducing the latter in order to isolate the signal, that
will be validated at the detector level.
It is very interesting that heavy neutrinos can be long-lived particles. For the exper-
imental community, this model represents a test laboratory to study trigger eﬃciencies
and detector resolutions for such a clear signal of physics beyond the SM (see Ref. [37]
for a review). Moreover, from the simultaneous measurement of both the heavy neutrino
decay length (from the displacement of its secondary vertex in the detector) and mass
(we will show that this task is achievable in the tri-lepton signature) one can estimate
the absolute mass of the parent light neutrino, for which at present, only limits exist.
Altogether, this realises a spectacular and very peculiar link between very high energy
and very low energy physics.
It shall be noticed that a ﬁrst insight on the phenomenology of the pure B−L model
at the LHC was presented in Ref. [38].5
The general structure of each chapter is to present the constraints for the new pa-
rameters in each sector and to study the phenomenology related to the new particles in
the B − L model, with respect to the SM. They concern the parameters in the gauge
sector (i.e., the Z′ mass and the gauge coupling g′
1), in the fermion sector (i.e., the light
and the heavy neutrino masses), and in the scalar sector (i.e., the scalar masses and
mixing angle α).
Both experimental searches and theoretical arguments can give informations about
the regions of the parameters that are allowed.
From the experimental side, past and existing facilities have looked for new particles,
directly and indirectly, still with no success. This poses constraints on the parameters
to evade limits. Tevatron, still accumulating data, is updating its constraints from
direct searches, but for many cases the most stringent bounds come from the searches
performed at LEP.
The LEP searches are still setting some of the most stringent bounds in all the sectors.
Key factors for their success are manifold: the strength of the interaction between the
Higgs boson and the gauge bosons, in the SM; the clean experimental environment of
such a leptonic collider; the enormous amount of data collected at the SM Z boson peak.
They allow, in turn, to set stringent limits also in the B−L model, on the scalar masses
(as a function of the scalar mixing angle), on the Z′ mass and g′
1 coupling, and on the
heavy neutrino masses.
The studies performed with the data collected by LEP (at the SM Z boson peak
and beyond) are the so-called precision tests of the SM, since certain observables are
measured with per mil accuracy. These observables are usually referred to as preci-
sion observables. The level of agreement with the SM predictions is remarkable. This
agreement results in tight constraints for most of the SM extensions, since they gener-
ally predict new contributions to the precision observables (usually to be evaluated at
loop-level). In studying these limits, we did not pursue a complete beyond the tree-level
study; we rather refer to the literature for that. In fact, we decided to concentrate on
the study of the collider signatures and to leave the precision test analysis for future
investigations.
Tevatron is currently collecting data and updating its analyses regarding the SM
Higgs boson and Z′ boson masses (of a discrete choice of models) from direct searches.
However, for the latter, the Z′
B−L is not part of its traditional literature. Hence, the
most up-to-date limits on the Z′
B−L mass at Tevatron, presented in section 3.1.1.1, are
a novel contribution (ﬁrstly in Ref. [39]).
From the theoretical side, the model has to be well-deﬁned. Several meanings apply
to this concept, the main ones regarding the scalar potential to be bounded from below
and with a stable vacuum solution, and the perturbative expansion to hold. The most
powerful techniques require to go beyond the tree-level order, by studying the evolution
of the renormalisation group equations (RGEs) of the parameters of the model. The
imposition of speciﬁc relations results in constraints on the yet free parameters. At the6 1. INTRODUCTION
same time, strong constraints, especially on the scalar masses, come from requiring the
model to be unitary.
We present the analysis of the theoretical constraints on the new parameters of the
model, namely the unitarity bound and those coming from the study of the RGEs. The
unitarity assumption [3] relies on demanding that the cross sections for the scattering
of all the particles in the model are unitarised, i.e., with an occurring probability less
than one. The tightest bounds come from the scattering of the longitudinally-polarised
gauge bosons, and they constrain mainly the scalar masses.
The RGE constraints [40] come from the analysis of the model at one loop, assuming
the evolved parameters do not hit any Landau pole or spoil the theory in the scalar
sector, e.g., the vacuum of the model. The latter request is known as the vacuum
stability condition, while the former is the triviality condition.
The one-loop RGEs we collected from the literature have been completed with direct
calculations of the top quark one and of those regarding the scalar sector. The complete
set is collected in Appendix B. As introduced in section 2.1, all the parameters of the
model are running parameters, and the requirement of some to vanish at the EW scale
just sets the boundary conditions of their evolution. In our case, the mixing parameter
in the gauge sector, i.e.,   g, is set to vanish at the EW scale, deﬁning the ‘pure’ B − L
model, argument of the numerical analysis of this Thesis. However, its evolution must
be taken into account.
The numerical study of the collider phenomenology in this Thesis has been done with
the calchep tool [41] (where not speciﬁed otherwise). The model has been implemented
therein with the lanhep module [42]. The availability of the model implementation
into calchep in both the unitary and t’Hooft-Feynman gauges allowed us to perform
powerful cross-checks to test the consistency of the model itself.
The RGE have been solved and studied in mathematica 5.0 [43].
1.1 Outline
The Thesis is organises as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the model and contains a
description of its consequences, i.e., spontaneous symmetry breaking and the particle
spectrum.
Chapter 3 presents the study of the gauge sector. It starts with the constraints on
the free gauge coupling and on the Z′ mass and it studies the Z′ boson production cross
sections and 2-body decays BRs. Finally, the discovery reach at Tevatron and LHC of
the Z′ boson in Drell-Yan processes is shown.
Chapter 4 describes the study of the fermion sector. After reviewing the limits on
neutrino masses, a detailed description of the decay properties of the heavy neutrinos
is given. Their main production mechanism is in pair via the Z′ boson, and, bringing
pieces together, we show that they can induce new spectacular decay patterns for the7
latter. Among them, we perform detailed parton and detector level analyses of one
speciﬁc pattern, the tri-lepton decay mode. This is the main result of this Thesis.
Chapter 5 analyses the theoretical bounds, i.e., unitarity, triviality, vacuum stability,
and some experimental constraints on the scalar sector, presenting also production cross
sections and BRs for the Higgs bosons, as well as cross sections for some signatures
involving decays of the Higgs bosons into pairs of Z′ bosons and heavy neutrinos.
In appendix A is explained the implementation of the model in the numerical tools
used and some related technicalities. We also list the complete set of Feynman rules
for the pure B − L model. In appendix B are collected and described the RGEs of the
model.Chapter 2
The Model
In this chapter we introduce the model that we will study in this Thesis. We will
introduce the notation and highlight the diﬀerences with respect to the SM. For the
motivations, we refer to the introduction.
The model under study is a triply-minimal extension of the SM. It is minimal in
the gauge sector, where the SM gauge group is augmented by a single U(1) factor,
related to the baryon minus lepton (B − L) gauged number. It is minimal in the scalar
sector, where a complex scalar singlet is required for the spontaneous breaking of the
new U(1) gauge factor, that we assume to take place at the TeV scale. Finally, it is
minimal in the fermion sector, in which a SM singlet RH fermion per generation is
introduced. Its B − L charge, in particular, is chosen to cure the new gauge and mixed
U(1)−gravitational anomalies, related to the U(1)B−L gauge symmetry factor [29]. It
is important to stress that three and only three RH fermions are introduced (one per
generation, as required by the anomally cancellation conditions), that can naturally be
identiﬁed with the RH neutrinos.
The extra Higgs singlet needs to be charged under B −L to trigger the spontaneous
symmetry breaking of the related U(1) factor. Its charge is then ﬁxed by the gauge
invariance of the Yukawa term that couples it to the RH neutrinos. Altogether, this
provides a natural and dynamical framework for the implementation of the type-I see-
saw mechanism, contrary to its usual realisation through an eﬀective mass term for the
RH neutrinos. Hence, in this model, neutrinos are naturally massive particles and their
masses are generated through the Higgs mechanism.
2.1 A minimal U(1) extension
As mentioned, we present here the general model under study, a minimal U(1) extension
of the SM, related to the B − L number. The classical gauge invariant Lagrangian,
obeying the SU(3)C ×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×U(1)B−L gauge symmetry, can be decomposed
as:
L = Ls + LY M + Lf + LY , (2.1)
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where the terms on the right hand side identify the scalar part, the gauge (or Yang-Mills)
part, the fermion part and the Yukawa part, respectively.
2.1.1 Scalar sector
The spontaneous symmetry breaking of the new extra U(1) factor in the gauge group
is achieved by introducing in the particle content a further scalar ﬁeld, that is required
to acquire a VEV at the TeV scale. To keep the realisation of the Higgs mechanism
minimal, only one extra degree of freedom (beside the one that will become a physical
particle) is required, to give mass to the new neutral gauge ﬁeld associated to the extra
U(1) factor. Hence, the minimal choice for the new scalar is a complex singlet, that we
will denote as χ.
The scalar Lagrangian is
Ls = (D H)
† D H + (D χ)
† D χ − V (H,χ), (2.2)
with the scalar potential given by
V (H,χ) = m2H†H +  2 | χ |2 +
 
H†H | χ |2
  
λ1
λ3
2
λ3
2 λ2
  
H†H
| χ |2
 
= m2H†H +  2 | χ |2 +λ1(H†H)2 + λ2 | χ |4 +λ3H†H | χ |2 , (2.3)
where H and χ are the complex scalar Higgs doublet and singlet ﬁelds. Regarding the
new B − L charges for these scalar ﬁelds, we take 0 and +2 for H and χ, respectively.
Notice that the charge of the χ ﬁeld has been chosen to ensure the gauge invariance
of the fermion sector for the minimal model under discussion. A non-minimal matter
content would lead to a diﬀerent requirement for the charge of χ (see, e.g., Ref. [44]).
2.1.2 Yang-Mills sector
Moving to the LY M, the non-Abelian ﬁeld strengths therein are the same as in the SM
whereas the Abelian ones can be written as follows:
L Abel
Y M = −
1
4
F νF ν −
1
4
F′ νF′
 ν , (2.4)
where
F ν = ∂ Bν − ∂νB  , (2.5)
F′
 ν = ∂ B′
ν − ∂νB′
  . (2.6)11
We deﬁne B  and B′
  as the U(1)Y and U(1)B−L gauge ﬁelds, respectively. In this ﬁeld
basis, the covariant derivative is 1:
D  ≡ ∂  + igSTαG α
  + igTaW a
  + ig1Y B  + i(  gY + g′
1YB−L)B′
  . (2.7)
In our bottom-up approach, we will not require gauge uniﬁcation at some speciﬁc,
yet arbitrary, energy scale 2, ﬁxing the conditions for the extra gauge couplings at that
scale. Therefore, in this model, the gauge couplings   g and g′
1 are free parameters. To
better understand their meaning, let us focus on eq. (2.7). This form of the covariant
derivative can be re-written deﬁning an eﬀective coupling Y E and an eﬀective charge
gE:
gEY E ≡   gY + g′
1YB−L. (2.8)
As any other parameter in the Lagrangian,   g and g′
1 are running parameters [30; 31;
32], therefore their values ought to be deﬁned at some scale. A discrete set of popular
Z′ models (see, e.g., Refs. [45; 46]) can be recovered by a suitable deﬁnition of both   g
and g′
1.
We will focus in our numerical analysis on the ‘pure’ B − L model, that is deﬁned
by the condition   g(QEW) = 0, i.e., we nullify it at the EW scale. This implies no
mixing at the tree level between the B − L Z′ and the SM Z gauge bosons. Other
benchmark models of our general parameterisation are for example the Sequential SM
(SSM), deﬁned by Y E = Y (that in our notation corresponds to the conditions g′
1 = 0
and   g = g1 at the EW scale) and the U(1)R model, for which RH fermion charges vanish
(that is recovered here by the condition   g = −2g′
1 at the EW scale).
It is important to note that none of the models described so far is orthogonal to
the U(1)Y of the SM, therefore the RGE running of the fundamental parameters,   g and
g′
1, will modify the relations above. The only orthogonal U(1) extension of the SM is
the ‘SO(10)-inspired’ U(1)χ model, that in our notation reads   g = −4
5g′
1. Although
the   g and g′
1 couplings run with a diﬀerent behaviour, the EW relation   g/g′
1 = −4/5 is
preserved (at one loop) at any scale.
2.1.3 Fermion sector
The fermion Lagrangian (where k is the generation index) is given by
Lf =
3  
k=1
 
iqkLγ D qkL + iukRγ D ukR + idkRγ D dkR +
+ilkLγ D lkL + iekRγ D ekR + iνkRγ D νkR
 
, (2.9)
1In all generality, Abelian ﬁeld strengths tend to mix. The kinetic term can be diagonalised with a
GL(2,R) transformation, leading to the form of the covariant derivative in eq. (2.7), where the mixing
between the two U(1) factors becomes once again evident [31; 32]. For the curios reader, we refer to
Ref. [29] for a more comprehensive explanation.
2The gauge uniﬁcation could in principle happen in a multi-step process, passing through interme-
diate gauge groups until the ﬁnal single group.12 2. THE MODEL
where the ﬁelds’ charges are the usual SM and B − L ones (in particular, B − L = 1/3
for quarks and −1 for leptons with no distinction between generations, hence ensuring
universality). The B − L charge assignments of the ﬁelds as well as the introduction
of new fermion RH heavy neutrinos (νR’s, charged −1 under B − L) are designed to
eliminate the triangular B −L gauge anomalies of the theory. Regarding the new scalar
Higgs ﬁeld (χ) the charge +2 under B − L is chosen to ensure the gauge invariance of
the model (for a detailed discussion, see Ref. [29]).
Therefore, the B−L gauge extension of the SM gauge group broken at the TeV scale
does necessarily require at least one new scalar ﬁeld and three new fermion ﬁelds which
are charged with respect to the B − L group.
2.1.4 Yukawa interactions
Finally, the Yukawa interactions are
LY = −yd
jkqjLdkRH − yu
jkqjLukR   H − ye
jkljLekRH
−yν
jkljLνkR   H − yM
jk(νR)c
jνkRχ + h.c., (2.10)
where   H = iσ2H∗ and i,j,k take the values 1 to 3, where the last term is the Majorana
contribution and the others are the usual Dirac ones. Without loss of generality, we work
on the basis in which the RH neutrino Yukawa coupling matrices, yM, are diagonal, real,
and positive. These are the only allowed gauge invariant terms 1. In particular, the last
term in eq. (2.10) couples the neutrinos to the new scalar singlet ﬁeld, χ, and it allows
for the dynamical generation of neutrino masses, as χ acquires a VEV through the Higgs
mechanism. Due to this, in the B − L model, the neutrinos couple to the scalar sector,
in particular the right-handed (RH) ones couple strongly to the singlet scalar.
Neutrino mass eigenstates, obtained after applying the see-saw mechanism, will be
called νl (with l standing for light) and νh (with h standing for heavy), where the
ﬁrst ones are the SM-like ones (see section 2.2.3). With a reasonable choice of Yukawa
couplings, the heavy neutrinos can have masses mνh ∼ O(100) GeV.
2.2 Symmetry breaking
We generalise here the SM discussion of spontaneous EW symmetry breaking (EWSB)
to the more complicated classical potential of eq. (2.3). To determine the condition for
V (H,χ) to be bounded from below, it is suﬃcient to study its behaviour for large ﬁeld
values, controlled by the matrix in the ﬁrst line of eq. (2.3). Requiring such a matrix to
be positive deﬁnite, we obtain the conditions:
4λ1λ2 − λ2
3 > 0, (2.11)
λ1,λ2 > 0. (2.12)
1Notice that an eﬀective mass term such as M(νR)cνR is now forbidden by the gauge invariance.13
If the conditions of eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) are satisﬁed, we can proceed to the min-
imisation of V as a function of a constant VEV for the two Higgs ﬁelds. In the Feynman
gauge, we can parametrise the scalar ﬁelds as
H =
1
√
2
 
−i(w1 − iw2)
v + (h + iz)
 
, χ =
1
√
2
 
x + (h′ + iz′)
 
, (2.13)
where w± = w1 ∓ iw2, z and z′ are the would-be Goldstone bosons of W±, Z and
Z′, respectively. Making use of gauge invariance, for the minimisation of the scalar
potential, it is not restrictive to assume
 H  ≡
1
√
2
 
0
v
 
,  χ  ≡
x
√
2
, (2.14)
with v and x real and non-negative. The physically most interesting solutions to the
minimisation of eq. (2.3) are obtained for v and x both non-vanishing:
v2 =
−λ2m2 + λ3
2  2
λ1λ2 −
λ 2
3
4
, (2.15)
x2 =
−λ1 2 + λ3
2 m2
λ1λ2 −
λ 2
3
4
. (2.16)
Physical solutions must have both v2 > 0 and x2 > 0 conditions satisﬁed. Eq (2.11)
implies the denominators are always positive, so we just need to require the numerators
to be positive too. In terms of the parameters in the Lagrangian, this in turn means

   
   
λ2m2 <
λ3
2
 2 ,
λ1 2 <
λ3
2
m2 .
It is interesting to note that there are no solutions for both  2,m2 > 0, irrespectively of
λ3. Solutions with ( 2 > 0, m2 < 0) or ( 2 < 0, m2 > 0) are allowed only for λ3 < 0.
Solutions for ( 2 < 0, m2 < 0) are allowed for both signs of λ3.
2.2.1 Gauge eigenstates
To determine the gauge boson spectrum, we have to expand the scalar kinetic terms as
for the SM. We expect that there exists a massless gauge boson, the photon, whilst the
other gauge bosons become massive. The extension we are studying is in the Abelian
sector of the SM gauge group, so that the charged gauge bosons W± will have masses
given by their SM expressions, being related to the SU(2)L factor only. Using the14 2. THE MODEL
unitary-gauge parameterisation, the kinetic terms in eq. (2.2) become:
(D H)
† D H =
1
2
∂ h∂ h +
1
8
(h + v)2 
0 1
  
gW  
a σa + g1B  +   gB′ 
 2
 
0
1
 
=
1
2
∂ h∂ h +
1
8
(h + v)2
 
g2 |W
 
1 − iW
 
2 |
2
+
 
gW
 
3 − g1B  −   gB′  2 
(2.17)
and
(D χ)
† D χ =
1
2
∂ h′∂ h′ +
1
2
(h′ + x)2(g′
12B′ )2 , (2.18)
where we have taken Y B−L
χ = 2 in order to guarantee the gauge invariance of the Yukawa
terms (see eq. (2.10)). In eq. (2.17) we can recognise immediately the SM charged gauge
bosons W±, with MW = gv/2 as in the SM. The other gauge boson masses are not so
simple to identify, because of mixing. In fact, in analogy with the SM, the ﬁelds of
deﬁnite mass are linear combinations of B , W
 
3 and B′ . The explicit expressions are:



B 
W
 
3
B′ 


 =



cosϑw −sinϑw cosϑ′ sinϑw sinϑ′
sinϑw cosϑw cosϑ′ −cosϑw sinϑ′
0 sinϑ′ cosϑ′






A 
Z 
Z′ 


 , (2.19)
with −π
4 ≤ ϑ′ ≤ π
4, such that:
tan2ϑ′ =
2  g
 
g2 + g2
1
  g2 + 16(x
v)2g
′2
1 − g2 − g2
1
(2.20)
and
MA = 0, (2.21)
MZ,Z′ =
 
g2 + g2
1  
v
2
 
1
2
 
  g2 + 16(x
v)2g
′2
1
g2 + g2
1
+ 1
 
∓
  g
sin2ϑ′ 
g2 + g2
1
  1
2
, (2.22)
where
sin2ϑ′ =
2  g
 
g2 + g2
1   
  g2 + 16(x
v)2g
′2
1 − g2 − g2
1
 2 + (2  g)2(g2 + g2
1)
. (2.23)
The LEP experiments [33] constrain |ϑ′| . 10−3. Present constraints on the VEV x (see
section 3.1.1) allow a generous range of   g.
In the pure B −L model, that we remind is deﬁned by the condition   g = 0, one can
easily see, from eq. (2.23), that also the mixing angle ϑ′ vanishes, implying no mixing,
at the tree level, between the SM Z and the new Z′ gauge bosons, identically satisfying15
the LEP bound. The Z and Z′
B−L masses then simplify, respectively, to
MZ =
 
g2 + g2
1  
v
2
, (2.24)
MZ′
B−L = 2g′
1x. (2.25)
2.2.2 Scalar eigenstates
To compute the scalar masses, we must expand the potential in eq. (2.3) around the
minima in eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). We denote by h1 and h2 the scalar ﬁelds of deﬁnite
masses, mh1 and mh2, respectively, and we conventionally choose m2
h1 < m2
h2. After
standard manipulations, the explicit expressions for the scalar mass eigenvalues and
eigenvectors are
m2
h1 = λ1v2 + λ2x2 −
 
(λ1v2 − λ2x2)2 + (λ3xv)2 , (2.26)
m2
h2 = λ1v2 + λ2x2 +
 
(λ1v2 − λ2x2)2 + (λ3xv)2 , (2.27)
 
h1
h2
 
=
 
cosα −sinα
sinα cosα
  
h
h′
 
, (2.28)
where −π
2 ≤ α ≤ π
2 fulﬁls 1
sin2α =
λ3xv
 
(λ1v2 − λ2x2)2 + (λ3xv)2 , (2.29)
cos2α =
λ1v2 − λ2x2
 
(λ1v2 − λ2x2)2 + (λ3xv)2 . (2.30)
Eqs. (2.3), (2.28), and (2.29) describe a rather general scalar sector as in the mini-
mally extended SM with scalar singlets, in which the light(heavy) Higgs boson couples
to SM matters proportionally to cosα(sinα). Proper diﬀerences come from having new
coupled matter, as we will explain in chapter 5. Notice that the light(heavy) Higgs
boson couples to the new matter content (heavy neutrinos and Z′ boson) with the com-
plementary angle, sinα(cosα), respectively, as the latter is directly coupled only to the
scalar singlet χ.
It is interesting to study the decoupling limit (when α → 0). In this limit, h1 is
purely the SM-like boson, while h2 does not couple to SM particles, making its discovery
impossible at the LHC. We will further comment on this in section 5.2. The other
possible decoupling limit, for α → π
2 (where h2 is the SM-like Higgs boson), is excluded
by present experimental constraints [2].
For our numerical study of the extended Higgs sector, it is useful to invert eqs. (2.26),
(2.27) and (2.29), to extract the parameters in the Lagrangian in terms of the physical
1In all generality, the whole interval 0 ≤ α < 2π is halved because an orthogonal transformation
is invariant under α → α + π. We could re-halve the interval by noting that it is invariant also under
α → −α if we permit the eigenvalues inversion, but this is forbidden by our convention m
2
h1 < m
2
h2.
Thus α and −α are independent solutions.16 2. THE MODEL
quantities mh1, mh2 and sin2α:
λ1 =
m2
h2
4v2 (1 − cos2α) +
m2
h1
4v2 (1 + cos2α), (2.31)
λ2 =
m2
h1
4x2 (1 − cos2α) +
m2
h2
4x2 (1 + cos2α), (2.32)
λ3 = sin2α
 
m2
h2 − m2
h1
2xv
 
. (2.33)
2.2.3 Fermion eigenstates
The last line in eq. (2.10) contains the Dirac and the Majorana mass terms for the
neutrinos, respectively. In contrast to the usual eﬀective implementation of the see-saw
mechanism, the last term of eq. (2.10) is a proper Yukawa interaction with the new
Higgs singlet.
To extract the neutrino masses we have to diagonalise the neutrino mass matrix from
eq. (2.10):
M =
 
0 mD
mD M
 
, (2.34)
where
mD =
yν
√
2
v , M =
√
2yM x, (2.35)
where x is the VEV of the χ ﬁeld. This matrix can be diagonalised by a rotation about
an angle αν, such that:
tan2αν = −
2mD
M
. (2.36)
For simplicity we neglect the inter-generational mixing so that neutrinos of each
generation can be diagonalised independently. We also require that the neutrinos be
mass degenerate. Thus, νL,R can be written as the following linear combination of
Majorana mass eigenstates νl,h :
 
νL
νR
 
=
 
cosαν −sinαν
sinαν cosαν
 
×
 
νl
νh
 
, (2.37)
whose masses are respectively
mνl ∼ =
m2
D
M
, (2.38)
mνh ∼ = M . (2.39)
We can now rewrite eq. (2.36) in term of the physical masses:
tan2αν ∼ = −2
 
mνl
mνh
. (2.40)17
For mνl ∼ 0.1 eV and mνh ∼ 100 GeV, tanαν ∼ 10−6. Hence, νl(νh) are mostly
the LH(RH) neutrinos. One consequence is that the heavy neutrinos can be long-lived
particles, as we will show in section 4.2.1. Also, being mostly RH, the heavy neutrinos
are strongly coupled to the heavy(light) Higgs boson for small(big) scalar mixing angle
α, while the SM-like ones (being mostly LH) are not.
2.3 Summary
We summarise here the matter content of the pure B − L model, argument of the
numerical analysis of this Thesis. We list the new independent parameters with respect
to the SM, with the used symbols.
2.3.1 Gauge sector
We remind the reader that the pure B − L model is deﬁned by   g = 0. Therefore, the
only independent parameters in the gauge sector are the g′
1 coupling and the Z′ boson
mass MZ′ 1. The B − L breaking VEV x is then deﬁned as
x =
MZ′
2g′
1
. (2.41)
2.3.2 Fermion sector
All the neutrino masses are independent parameters of the model. For simplicity, we ne-
glect the mixing within the generations and, furthermore, we take all the light neutrinos
and all the heavy neutrinos to be degenerate in mass:
mν1
l = mν2
l = mν3
l = mνl , (2.42)
mν1
h = mν2
h = mν3
h = mνh . (2.43)
The mixing angle αν is then ﬁxed, as in eqs. (2.36) and (2.40).
2.3.3 Scalar sector
The Higgs boson masses, mh1 and mh2, and mixing angle, α, are the only new parameters
in this sector. Notice that, by convention, mh1 ≤ mh2 and −π
2 ≤ α ≤ π
2.
Table 2.1 summarises the charge assignments to fermion and scalar ﬁelds, while
table 2.2 shows the ﬁelds’ labels and masses.
1Hereafter, when not confusing, we will call simply Z
′ boson the Z
′
B−L (the gauge boson of the pure
B − L model), and MZ′ its mass.18 2. THE MODEL
ψ qL uR dR ℓL eR νR H χ
SU(3)C 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
SU(2)L 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1
Y
1
6
2
3
−
1
3
−
1
2
−1 0
1
2
0
B − L
1
3
1
3
1
3
−1 −1 −1 0 2
Table 2.1: Y and B−L quantum number assignation to chiral fermion and scalar ﬁelds.
Name Quarks Leptons Neutrinos Higgses
ψ q ℓ νl νh h1 h2
Mass mq mℓ mνl mνh mh1 mh2
Table 2.2: Mass eigenstates.Chapter 3
Gauge sector
In this chapter we discuss the gauge sector of the pure B − L model, starting by de-
lineating the viable parameter space for its new independent parameters, as listed at
the end of chapter 2. Both experimental searches and theoretical arguments can give
informations about the regions of the parameters that are allowed.
From the experimental side, the leading constraints come from Tevatron and LEP,
in two diﬀerent and complementary kinematic regions, and they are presented in sec-
tion 3.1.1. Tevatron, still accumulating data, is updating its constraints from direct
searches, and its constraints are tighter for low Z′ boson masses. For values of the mass
beyond its kinematic reach, the most stringent bounds come from the searches performed
at LEP.
From the theoretical side, the study of the triviality bound (from a RGE analysis) of
the parameters of the model gives an upper bound on the gauge coupling. Notice that
the equations pertaining to the gauge sector decouple from the rest. Therefore, they can
be studied independently. We will present their analysis in section 3.1.2.
After the viable parameter space is individuated, in section 3.2 is studied the phe-
nomenology at the LHC of the new particle in the gauge sector of the pure B−L model,
the Z′ boson. We present the results of our investigation by delineating its properties
(i.e., production cross sections, intrinsic width, BRs). The possibility of the Z′ boson to
decay into pairs of heavy neutrinos is certainly the most interesting of its features. Also,
a parton level discovery potential and exclusion power study at the LHC is presented in
section 3.2.2. Finally, we draw the conclusions for this chapter in section 3.3.
The main results in this chapter are the presentation of the experimental limits on
the Z′ mass from Tevatron (published in [39]), the discussion of the theoretical bounds
(published in [40]) and the analysis of the Z′ boson properties (published in [47]) and
discovery potential at the LHC (published in [39]).
3.1 Constraints
In this section is delineated the viable parameter space for the new independent param-
eters in the gauge sector, i.e., g′
1 and MZ′.
1920 3. GAUGE SECTOR
First, we present the experimental constraints using the data from Tevatron, and we
summarise those from LEP. Then, we analyse the theoretical constraints, coming from
the study of the RGEs.
3.1.1 Experimental constraints
A further neutral gauge boson is present in the B−L extension of the SM, the so-called
Z′, whose mass, in eq. (2.19), is generically not predicted. In the pure version of the
model, argument of this Thesis, eq. (2.19) simpliﬁes to MZ′
B−L = 2g′
1x. As speciﬁed in
the introduction, we consider the gauge coupling g′
1 as a free parameter of the model.
That is, a lower bound on the Z′ mass will, in general, be a function of the gauge
coupling.
Generally speaking, two ways exist to constrain the mass. The most simple one is
to look for the decay products of the gauge boson in direct production. If no deviation
from the background is observed, lower limits can be derived. Obviously, the direct
production is limited by the kinematic reach of the experimental facility. In the case of
a hadronic machine, the Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) will also lower its reach.
The most stringent bounds from direct detection are coming from Tevatron. They will
be discussed in section 3.1.1.1.
A leptonic machine, being LEP its latest realisation, oﬀers other possibilities to look
for neutral gauge bosons. In all generality, the latter will mix with the SM Z boson,
aﬀecting its mass. The LEP-I experiments have measured the mass and other properties
of the SM Z boson rather accurately, conﬁrming the SM predicted values at the per mil
level [48; 49]. Therefore, the mixing of an extra neutral gauge boson to the SM Z boson
is tightly constrained [33]. In the pure B −L model, this bound is evaded by deﬁnition,
as the vanishing of the mixing gauge coupling   g (that deﬁnes the model) also implies no
mixing at the tree level in the gauge sector (see also section 2.2.1).
Eﬀective contact interactions, arising from an expansion in s/M2
Z′ (when M2
Z′ > s),
are a complementary way for setting bounds when the Z′ mass is larger than the largest
collider energy (about 209 GeV for LEP-II). Once again, the non-observation of any
deviation from the SM expectations sets lower limits on the ratio MZ′/g′
1, rather than
on the Z′ mass alone. They will be summarised in section 3.1.1.2.
3.1.1.1 Tevatron bounds on the Z′
B−L boson
The Tevatron collider has been collecting data for several years. So far, no deviations in
SM Drell-Yan production have been observed. Regarding the Z′
B−L boson of this Thesis,
the decay into pairs of electrons and into pairs of muons are considered. In general,
the experimental communities release the data in the form of 95% C.L. excluded cross
sections. Even though an explicit lower limit on the Z′
B−L mass is not shown, it is then
easy to extract it from the data. We extract it by comparing the 95% C.L. excluded
cross sections of Ref. [4; 5] with our theoretical prediction for the pp → Z′
B−L →
e+e−( + −) cross sections. As mentioned in the introduction, the gauge coupling g′
1 is21
a free parameter, so in all generality it is possible to identify the lower limit on the Z′
mass per each g′
1 ﬁxed value.
The latest available analyses are the DØ analysis of Ref. [4] using 5.4fb−1 and the
CDF analysis of Ref. [5] using 4.6fb−1 of data, respectively, for electrons and muons in
the ﬁnal state. For the numerical evaluation of the Z′ boson signal, we used CTEQ6L
[50] as default PDFs, evaluated at the scale Q2 = M2
ℓℓ. The leading order (LO) cross
sections are then multiplied by a mass independent k−factor of 1.3 [45], as in Refs. [4; 5],
to get in agreement with the Next-to-Next-to-Leading-Order (NNLO) QCD corrections.
The Tevatron limits for the Z′
B−L boson are shown in table 3.1 (for selected masses and
couplings) [39]. Notice that these are the most conservative limits, as they are evaluated
for decoupled heavy neutrinos, i.e., with masses bigger than MZ′/2.
pp → e+e− pp →  + −
g′
1 MZ′ (GeV) g′
1 MZ′ (GeV)
0.0197 300 0.0179 300
0.0193 400 0.0189 400
0.0281 500 0.0456 500
0.0351 600 0.0380 600
0.0587 700 0.0544 700
0.0880 800 0.0830 800
0.1350 900 0.1360 900
0.2411 1000 0.2220 1000
0.3880 1100 0.3380 1100
Table 3.1: Lower bounds on the Z′ boson mass for selected g′
1 values in the B−L model,
at 95% C.L., by comparing the collected data of Ref. [4; 5] with our theoretical prediction
for pp → Z′
B−L → e+e−( + −) at Tevatron.
3.1.1.2 LEP bounds on the Z′
B−L boson
When the Z′ mass is larger than the largest collider energy (about 209 GeV for LEP-II),
an expansion in s/M2
Z′ can be performed. This results in eﬀective four-fermion contact
interactions that have been bounded by LEP-II. Recall that the gauge coupling g′
1 is
a free parameter. One could suppress the Z′ boson impact at lower energies also by
reducing the coupling. Hence, an inverse law dependence from g′
1 is expected, and, in
fact, the bound reads [45]
MZ′
g′
1
≥ 6 TeV, (3.1)
or, in a more recent re-analysis, at 99% C.L., as [51]
MZ′
g′
1
≥ 7 TeV. (3.2)
In this Thesis, we adopt the bound of eq. (3.2), that is the most conservative one.
The LEP experiments are also able to provide a lower bound for the B −L breaking
VEV x. In fact, making use of eq. (2.25), the LEP bound on the Z′
B−L boson mass of23
Log10(Q/GeV) 3 5 7 10 15 19
g′
1(QEW) 0.860 0.693 0.593 0.497 0.397 0.342
Table 3.2: Maximum allowed values by eq. (3.4) for g′
1(QEW) in the B − L model for
selected values of the scale Q.
3.2 Phenomenology of the gauge sector
In this section we present the analysis of the new state in the gauge sector, the Z′
B−L
boson (or simply Z′ boson, when the meaning is clear).
An important feature of this Z′ boson is the chiral structure of its couplings to
fermions: since the B − L charge does not distinguish between left-handed and right-
handed fermions (as clear in table 2.1), the B − L neutral current is purely vector-like,
with a vanishing axial part 1. In fact,
gA
Z′ =
gR
Z′ − gL
Z′
2
= 0. (3.5)
As a consequence, we decided to not study the asymmetries of the decay products
stemming from the Z′
B−L boson, given their trivial distribution at the peak.
The Z′
B−L boson is not always considered as a traditional benchmark for generic
collider reach studies [46; 53; 54; 55; 56; 57; 58; 59] or data analyses [4; 5]. Main
diﬀerences with the most popular Z′ models in the literature (aside the vanishing axial
coupling) are the fact that the gauge coupling g′
1 is a free parameter (as we do not
consider here constraints from possible embeddings into GUTs) and the presence of new
coupled matter (the νh’s). Since their mass is as well a free parameter, they will aﬀect
the Z′
B−L boson BRs, which will be a function of the neutrino masses. Finally, in the
pure B −L model, no mixing between the Z′
B−L boson and the SM Z boson is present.
In this section we give a detailed description of the Z′ properties. In section 3.2.1,
the production cross sections and decay BRs are shown. A detailed investigation of the
discovery potential for the LHC is presented in section 3.2.2, for the foreseen center-of-
mass (CM) energies of 7 and 14 TeV and integrated luminosities up to 1 fb−1 and to
100 fb−1, respectively. For the former CM energy, a comparison with Tevatron is also
shown, for an integrated luminosity up to 10 fb−1.
3.2.1 Production cross sections and decay properties
The most eﬃcient hadro-production process involving a Z′ boson is the Drell-Yan mode
q¯ q → Z′ , (3.6)
1This is strictly true for Dirac fermions, like quarks and charged leptons. Regarding the neutrinos
(both light and heavy), they are Majorana states and, hence, the coupling to the Z
′
B−L boson is just
axial [34].28 3. GAUGE SECTOR
3.2.2 Discovery power at the LHC
In this section we determine the discovery potential of the LHC considering several CM
energies, 7 and 14 TeV, using the expected integrated luminosities. For
√
s = 7 TeV only,
we also compare our results for the LHC to the expected ultimate reach at Tevatron.
For sake of comparison, a complementary discovery power study at the LHC for
the Z′
B−L boson also appears, for CM energy of 7 TeV, in Ref. [61] and for 14 TeV in
Ref. [62] (for the Z′ → e+e− channel only).
q
q
γ,Z,Z′ ℓ−
ℓ+
Figure 3.6: Feynman diagram for the Drell-Yan di-lepton production (ℓ = e,  ).
The process we are interested in is the di-lepton production, shown in ﬁgure 3.6.
We deﬁne our signal as pp → γ, Z, Z′
B−L → ℓ+ℓ− (ℓ = e,  ), i.e., all possible sources
together with their mutual interferences, and the background as pp → γ, Z → ℓ+ℓ−
(ℓ = e,  ), i.e., SM Drell-Yan production (including interference). No other sources of
background, such as WW, ZZ, WZ or tt have been taken into account. These can be
suppressed or are insigniﬁcant [4; 59]. For both the signal and the background, we have
assumed standard acceptance cuts (for both electrons and muons) at the LHC:
pℓ
T > 10 GeV, |ηℓ| < 2.5 (ℓ = e,  ), (3.8)
and we apply the following requirements on the di-lepton invariant mass, Mℓℓ, depending
on whether we are considering electrons or muons. We distinguish two diﬀerent scenarios:
an ‘early’ one (for
√
s = 7 TeV) and an ‘improved’ one (for
√
s = 14 TeV), and, in
computing the signal signiﬁcances, we will select a window as large as either one width
of the Z′
B−L boson or twice the di-lepton mass resolution 1, whichever the largest. The
half windows in the invariant mass distributions respectively read, for the ‘early scenario’:
electrons: |Mee − MZ′| < max
 
ΓZ′
2
,
 
0.02
MZ′
GeV
 
GeV
 
, (3.9)
muons: |M   − MZ′| < max
 
ΓZ′
2
,
 
0.08
MZ′
GeV
 
GeV
 
, (3.10)
and for the ‘improved scenario’:
electrons: |Mee − MZ′| < max
 
ΓZ′
2
,
 
0.005
MZ′
GeV
 
GeV
 
, (3.11)
muons: |M   − MZ′| < max
 
ΓZ′
2
,
 
0.04
MZ′
GeV
 
GeV
 
. (3.12)
1We take the CMS di-electron and di-muon mass resolutions [59; 63] as typical for the LHC envi-
ronment. ATLAS resolutions [64] do not diﬀer substantially.30 3. GAUGE SECTOR
acceptance cuts (for electrons and muons) for the respective detector:
pe
T > 25 GeV, |ηe| < 1.1, (3.13)
p
 
T > 18 GeV, |η | < 1, (3.14)
and the following requirements on the di-lepton invariant mass, Mℓℓ, depending on
whether we are considering electrons or muons 1:
electron: |Mee − MZ′| < max
 
ΓZ′
2
,
 
0.16
 
MZ′
GeV
+ 0.04
MZ′
GeV
 
GeV
 
, (3.15)
muons: |M   − MZ′| < max
 
ΓZ′
2
,
 
0.017%
 
MZ′
GeV
 2 
GeV
 
. (3.16)
The selection of an invariant mass window centred at the Z′ boson mass is comparable
to the standard experimental analysis, as in Ref. [4] (the electron channel at DØ), where
signal and background are integrated from MZ′ − 10ΓZ′ (where ΓZ′ is the Z′ boson
width obtained by rescaling the SM Z boson width by the ratio of the Z′ to the Z boson
mass) to inﬁnity. Since the background (in proximity of the narrow resonance) can be
reasonably thought as ﬂat, while the signal is not, the procedure we propose enhances
the signal more than the background and it is expected to be more sensitive than the
aforementioned one. Ref. [5] applies a diﬀerent strategy and ﬁgure 3.8a shows that our
procedure is comparable to it, although less involved. A Bayesan approach is being used
at the LHC [66], similar to the CDF case. Hence, we present our results for a comparison
‘a posteriori’.
In our analysis we use a deﬁnition of signal signiﬁcance σ, as follows. In the region
where the number of both signal (s) and background (b) events is ‘large’ (here taken to
be bigger than 20), we use a deﬁnition of signiﬁcance based on Gaussian statistics:
σ ≡ s/
√
b. (3.17)
Otherwise, in case of smaller statistics, we used the Bityukov algorithm [67], which
basically uses the Poisson ‘true’ distribution instead of the ‘approximate’ Gaussian one.
Finally, for the numerical evaluation of the cross sections, we use the same setup as
in section 3.1.1.1. In particular, the same mass independent k−factor of 1.3 is also used
for the LHC (as in Ref. [66] 2).
A typical detector resolution has eﬀectively been taken into account by our proce-
dure, that consists in counting all the events that occur within the window (in invariant
mass) previously described, and by rescaling to 68% the signal events when the peak
is dominated by the experimental resolution. Nonetheless, our simulation does not ac-
count for Initial State Radiation (ISR) eﬀects. ISR can have two main sources: QED-like
1We take the DØ di-electron [65] and the CDF di-muon [5] mass resolutions as a typical Tevatron
environment, in accordance with the most up-to-date limits.
2Notice that in Ref. [66] the k-factor used was mass-dependent. Here we use the average value.31
ISR (i.e., photon emission), that has the eﬀect of shifting the peak and of creating a
tail towards smaller energy, and QCD-like ISR (i.e., gluon emission), that has similar
eﬀects and might also induce trigger issues in the intent of removing backgrounds (e.g.,
by cutting on ﬁnal state jets). Although we are aware of such eﬀects, we believe that
their analysis goes beyond the scope of this work and it will be argument of future in-
vestigations. Altogether, we are conﬁdent that, while particular aspects of our analysis
may be sensitive to such eﬀects, the general picture will not depend upon these sub-
stantially. Also, the only background considered here was the irreducible SM Drell-Yan.
Reducible backgrounds, photon-to-electron conversion, eﬃciencies in reconstructing elec-
trons/muons, jets faking leptons etc., whose overall eﬀect is to deplete the signal, were
neglected (being tt the most important source, at the level of . 10%). However, for
this analysis they are not quantitatively important [4; 59; 68]. The net eﬀect of the
factors above is usually regarded as an overall reduction of the total acceptance, being
the lepton identiﬁcation the most important source, about 80 ÷ 90% per each lepton.
We comment on this in the conclusion of the chapter.
3.2.2.1 LHC at
√
s = 7 TeV and comparison with Tevatron
The ﬁrst years of the LHC work will be at a CM energy of 7 TeV, where the total
integrated luminosity is likely to be of the order of 1 fb−1. Figure 3.8 shows the discovery
potential under these conditions, as well as the most recent limit from LEP (see eq. 3.2)
and from Tevatron (as in section 3.1.1.1).
In the same ﬁgure we also include for comparison the Tevatron discovery potential
at the integrated luminosities used for the latest published analyses [4; 5] (5.4fb−1
and 4.6fb−1 for electrons and muons, respectively) as well as the expected reaches at
L = 10fb−1.
Notice that the Tevatron excluded area are based on the actual data, while the
dot-dashed 2σ curves are theoretical curves. Thus, if from the one side theory cannot
reproduce experiments, from the other side we are comparing two methods of extracting
the results. As mentioned previously, ﬁgure 3.8 shows that the procedures used in exper-
imental analyses for the electron channel [4; 69] are not quite optimisied for maximising
the signal signiﬁcance. The alternative analysis described in this work has the potential
to improve sensitivities and can be easily developed even further.
It is then clear that Tevatron will still be competitive with the LHC (for
√
s = 7 TeV
CM energy), especially in the lower mass region where the LHC requires 1 fb−1 to be
sensitive to the same couplings as Tevatron. The LHC will be able to probe, at 5σ level,
the Z′
B−L boson for values of the coupling down to 3.7 − 5.2   10−2 (for electrons and
muons, respectively), while Tevatron can be sensitive down to 4.2   10−2 with electrons.
The kinematic reach of the two machines is diﬀerent. The LHC for 1 fb−1 can discover
the Z′
B−L boson up to masses of 1.20 − 1.25 TeV, while at Tevatron a 3σ evidence will
be possible up to a value of the mass of 1 TeV in the electron channel, for a suitable
choice of the coupling. As clear from ﬁgure 3.8b, the muon channel at Tevatron requires34 3. GAUGE SECTOR
The 5σ discovery potential for the LHC at
√
s = 7 TeV and for Tevatron are sum-
marised in the table 3.3, for selected values of couplings and integrated luminosities.
LHC pp → e+e− pp →  + −
L (fb−1) g′
1 = 0.08 g′
1 = 0.1 g′
1 = 0.158 g′
1 = 0.08 g′
1 = 0.1 g′
1 = 0.158
0.2 820(-) 925(-) 1100(-) -(-) -(-) -(-)
0.3 900(-) 1000(800) 1200(-) -(-) 850(-) 1100(-)
0.5 1000(775) 1100(875) 1300(-) 825(-) 950(-) 1200(-)
1 1130(900) 1250(1000) 1450(1200) 950(800) 1080(900) 1360(1130)
Tevatron pp → e+e− pp →  + −
L (fb−1) g′
1 = 0.08 g′
1 = 0.1 g′
1 = 0.158 g′
1 = 0.08 g′
1 = 0.1 g′
1 = 0.158
8 825(-) 895(-) -(-) -(-) -(-) -(-)
10 850(-) 915(825) -(-) -(-) -(-) -(-)
12 870(775) 930(830) -(-) -(-) -(-) -(-)
Table 3.3: Maximum Z′
B−L boson masses (in GeV) for a 3σ(5σ) discovery for selected
g′
1 and integrated luminosities in the B − L model, both at the LHC (for
√
s = 7 TeV)
and at Tevatron (for
√
s = 1.96 TeV). No numbers are quoted for already excluded
conﬁgurations.
3.2.2.1.1 Exclusion power
If no evidence for a signal is found at the LHC at the considered energy and luminosity
conﬁguration, 95% C.L. exclusion limits can be derived: in this subsection we present
exclusion plots for the early stage of the LHC CM energy (
√
s = 7 TeV). We also show
the expected exclusions at Tevatron for L = 10 fb−1.
We start by looking at the 95% C.L. limits presented in ﬁgure 3.10 for Tevatron and
for this stage of the LHC (for 10 fb−1 and 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, respectively).
One can see that the diﬀerent resolutions imply that the limits derived using electrons
are always more stringent than those derived using muons in excluding the Z′
B−L boson.
As for the discovery reach, Tevatron is also competitive in setting limits, especially in
the lower mass region. In particular, using electrons and in case of no evidence at
Tevatron with 10 fb−1, the Z′
B−L boson can be excluded for values of the coupling
down to 0.03 (0.04 for muons) for MZ′ = 600 GeV. For the LHC, to set the same
exclusion limit for the same mass, 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity is required, allowing to
exclude g′
1 > 0.02(0.35) using electron(muons) in the ﬁnal state. For the same integrated
luminosity, the LHC has much more scope in excluding a Z′
B−L, for MZ′ > 1.0 TeV.
For a coupling of 0.1, the Z′
B−L boson can be excluded up to 1.40(1.25) TeV at the
LHC considering electrons(muons) for 1 fb−1, and up to 1.0(0.9) TeV at Tevatron for
10 fb−1 of data. For g′
1 = 0.05, the LHC when looking at muons(electrons) will require
400(100) pb−1 to start improving the current available limits, while with 100 pb−1 it
can set limits on g′
1 = 0.158, out of the reach of Tevatron. It will ultimately be able to
exclude Z′
B−L boson up to MZ′ = 1.6 TeV for 1 fb−1 (both with electrons and muons).36 3. GAUGE SECTOR
LHC pp → e+e− pp →  + −
L (fb−1) g′
1 = 0.05 g′
1 = 0.1 g′
1 = 0.158 g′
1 = 0.05 g′
1 = 0.1 g′
1 = 0.158
0.1 670 900 1100 − 820 −
0.2 770 1050 1250 − 950 1225
0.5 950 1225 1450 700 1100 1425
1 1075 1375 1600 800 1250 1575
Tevatron pp → e+e− pp →  + −
L (fb−1) g′
1 = 0.05 g′
1 = 0.1 g′
1 = 0.158 g′
1 = 0.05 g′
1 = 0.1 g′
1 = 0.158
6 750 950 − − − −
8 775 975 − − 860 −
10 800 1000 − − 875 −
12 825 1020 − 680 900 −
Table 3.4: Maximum Z′
B−L boson masses (in GeV) for a 95% C.L. exclusion for selected
g′
1 and integrated luminosities in the B − L model. No numbers are quoted for already
excluded conﬁgurations.
3.2.2.2 LHC at
√
s = 14 TeV
We consider here the design performance, i.e.,
√
s = 14 TeV of CM energy with large
luminosity, L = 100 fb−1. Figure 3.11 shows the discovery potential for the Z′
B−L
boson under these conditions, while ﬁgure 3.12 shows the integrated luminosity required
for 3σ evidence as well as for 5σ discovery as a function of the Z′
B−L boson mass for
selected values of the coupling at
√
s = 14 TeV. We consider the integrated luminosity
in the range between 10 pb−1 up to 100 fb−1. After some years of data analysis, the
performances of the detector will be better understood. We therefore use the resolutions
for both electrons and muons quoted in eqs. (3.11) and (3.12), respectively.
From ﬁgure 3.11, we can see that the LHC at
√
s = 14 TeV will start probing a
completely new region of the parameter space for L ≥ 1 fb−1. For L ≥ 10 fb−1 a Z′
B−L
gauge boson can be discovered up to masses of 4 TeV and for couplings as small as
0.01(0.02) if we are dealing with electrons(muons). At L = 100 fb−1, the coupling can
be probed down to values of 8   10−3 in the electron channel, while couplings smaller
than 1.6   10−2 cannot be accessed with muons. The mass region that can be covered
extends towards 5 TeV irrespectively of the ﬁnal state.
As before, ﬁgure 3.12 shows the integrated luminosity required for 3(5)σ evidence
(discovery) of the Z′
B−L boson as a function of the mass, for selected values of the
coupling. We explore the range in luminosities, from 10 pb−1 to 100 fb−1. However,
just the conﬁguration with g′
1 = 0.1 can be probed with very low luminosity, requiring
30(100) pb−1 and 50(150) pb−1 at 3σ(5σ) considering electrons and muons in the ﬁnal
state, respectively. For values of the coupling such as 0.05 and 0.2, 90(220) pb−1 and
60(200) pb−1 are the integrated luminosities required to start to be sensitive (at 3(5)σ)
if electrons are considered, while 160(500) and 70(220) pb−1 are the least integrated
luminosity required, respectively, if instead we look at muons. It is worth to emphasise
here that the ﬁrst couplings that will start to be probed at the LHC are those around
g′
1 = 0.1.41
limits and the Tevatron direct ones are complementary, being the former(latter) con-
straining more for heavy(light) Z′ boson. We have also shown that a constraint on g′
1
can be derived from a RGE analysis of the running gauge couplings, whose equations
decouple from the others. The RGE analysis gives an upper bound on g′
1 at the EW
scale, to avoid Landau poles up to a certain cut-oﬀ energy scale.
We have then moved on, to study the phenomenology of the Z′ boson in the pure
B − L model. We have presented production cross sections, decay widths and BRs for
2-body decay modes. On the parameter space that we have considered, the Z′ boson is
a rather narrow resonance, broadening up for high masses and big couplings. The decay
into heavy neutrinos is certainly interesting, with a total BR up to ∼ 20%, at most. We
will study it with great details in the next chapter.
We have shown that the Z′ boson is dominantly coupled to leptons (their total BR
sums up to 3/4). It only holds vectorial coupling to Dirac fermions, while neutrinos,
being Majorana particles, couple to the Z′ boson with pure axial couplings.
Finally, we have presented the discovery potential for the Z′
B−L gauge boson at the
LHC for CM energies of
√
s = 7 and 14 TeV, using the integrated luminosity expected
at each stage. This has been done for both the Z′
B−L → e+e− and Z′
B−L →  + − decay
modes, and includes the most up-to-date constraints coming from LEP and Tevatron.
We have proposed an alternative analysis that has the potential to improve experimental
sensitivities. We also haved looked in detail at the diﬀerent resolutions, showing that
electrons and muons present very similar discovery power for values of the coupling
bigger than roughly 0.1, for
√
s = 14 TeV.
We are overall conﬁdent that the inclusion of further background, as well as a realistic
detector simulation, will not have a considerable impact on the results we have presented.
In fact, as noted in section 3.2.2, all detector eﬀects can be casted in the form of a signal
acceptance, including also the eﬀect of kinematic and angular acceptance cuts. By
looking at Refs. [4; 5; 66], we estimate an overall acceptance factor of ∼ 70%, which
we found to be approximately constant over the mass regions considered, to be applied
to our parton level results [once the cuts of eqs. (3.8) and (3.13) are considered]. This
acceptance is mainly related to the lepton identiﬁcation, both at Tevatron and at the
LHC. On the signiﬁcance, as in eq. (3.17), the reduction is then of ∼ 84%.
A general feature is that greater sensitivity to the Z′
B−L resonance is provided by
the electron channel. At the LHC this has better energy resolution than the muon
channel. A further consequence of the better resolution of electrons is that an estimate
of the gauge boson width would eventually be possible for smaller values of the Z′
B−L
boson mass than in the muon channel. The simultaneous measure of the Z′ boson mass
and gauge coupling (for instance, through a line-shape ﬁt) will also enable to infer the
B − L breaking VEV, given the simple formula that relates them. Limits from existing
data imply that the ﬁrst couplings that will start to be probed at the LHC are those
around g′
1 = 0.1. Increased luminosity will enable both larger and smaller couplings to
be probed.42 3. GAUGE SECTOR
Our comparison has shown that, for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1, Tevatron
is still competitive with the LHC in the electron channel and in the small mass region,
being able to probe the coupling at the level of 5σ down to a value of 4.2   10−2. The
LHC will start to be competitive in such a region only for integrated luminosities close
to 1 fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV. Also, at
√
s = 7 TeV, the mass reach will be extended
from the Tevatron value of MZ′ = 850 GeV, with electrons, up to 1.25(1.20) TeV for
electrons(muons). The muon channel at Tevatron needs more than 10 fb−1 to start
probing the Z′
B−L at 3σ. Hence, it has not been studied.
When the data from the high energy runs at the LHC becomes available, the disco-
very reach of Z′
B−L boson will be extended towards very high masses and small couplings
in regions of parameter space well beyond the reach of Tevatron and comparable in scope
with those accessible at a future LC [72].
If no evidence is found at any energies, 95% C.L. limits can be derived, and, given
their better resolution, the bounds from electrons will be more stringent than those from
muons, especially at smaller masses.Chapter 4
Fermion sector
In this chapter we study the phenomenology at the LHC of the new particles in the
fermion sector of the pure B − L model, namely, the heavy neutrinos.
We start in section 4.1 by presenting the existent constraints on the fermion sector.
Special mention is for the light neutrinos masses, for which no absolute measure exists,
with the strongest bounds coming from cosmological observables.
In section 4.2 the properties of the heavy neutrinos are presented, i.e., their produc-
tion cross sections, widths, and BRs. The possibility for these to be long-lived particles
is rather interesting, allowing for signatures with distinctive displaced vertices, in which
a high energetic and isolated pair of leptons point to a diﬀerent vertex than the primary
one. Bringing pieces together, the process pp → Z′ → νhνh is studied. In particular,
we show that a suitable and peculiar signature to investigate is the tri-lepton decay
of the Z′ boson via heavy neutrino pairs. This signature provides a powerful insight
in the fermion sector of the model (and in its interplay with the gauge sector), and it
allows for the measure of the heavy neutrino masses. It is remarkable that with the
simultaneous measure of the neutrino lifetime (through the displacement of its decay
vertex) and mass, light neutrino masses can be inferred. For two benchmark points,
in section 4.2.3 we present a detailed study of the tri-lepton signature (the main result
of this Thesis), where signal and backgrounds are fully simulated and analysed (at the
parton level and at the detector level), showing that it yields a good signal over back-
ground ratio that makes it observable at the LHC, especially as rather generic cuts for
background rejection are considered.
Finally, we draw the conclusions for this chapter in section 4.3.
The work in this section is published, in part, in [47].
4.1 Experimental constraints
LEP-I data [49] have established the existence of exactly 3 neutrinos that couple to the
SM Z boson, with masses below MZ/2. Therefore, to avoid this bound, we require the
heavy neutrinos to be heavier than MZ/2 ≃ 46 GeV.
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For the SM (or light) neutrinos, no absolute mass measure exists (see [73]). Nonethe-
less, oscillation experiments provide a measure for squared mass diﬀerences [8; 9]:
δm 2
12 ∼ 7.67+0.16
−0.19   10−5 eV2 , (4.1)
δm 2
23 ∼ 2.39+0.11
−0.08   10−3 eV2 . (4.2)
and mixing angles [8; 9]:
(sinϑ12)2 = 0.312+0.019
−0.018 , (4.3)
(sinϑ23)2 = 0.466+0.073
−0.058 , (4.4)
(sinϑ13)2 = 0.016 ± 0.010. (4.5)
A cosmological upper bound of
 
l
mνl < 0.58 eV also exists [10]. Ultimately, light
neutrinos have been taken to be degenerate and with a mass of mνl = 10−2 eV.
4.2 Phenomenology of the heavy neutrinos
After the diagonalisation of the neutrino mass matrix realising the see-saw mechanism,
as in section 2.2.3, we obtain three very light neutrinos (νl), which are the SM-like
neutrinos, and three heavy neutrinos (νh). The latter have an extremely small mixing
with the νl’s thereby providing very small but non-vanishing couplings to gauge and
Higgs bosons.
As already stated, we are interested here in delineating their impact onto the collider
phenomenology, especially concerning the interaction with the gauge sector. Therefore,
the analysis of the signatures from heavy neutrinos is mainly described in the light of
discovery at hadronic colliders, in general, and at the LHC, in particular. In this section,
we consider as discovery channel the pair production via the Z′ boson.
In this respect, to maximise and highlight the interesting patterns that can be ob-
served, heavy neutrinos will be taken relatively light (with respect to MZ′), and, for
simplicity, degenerate in mass. As we pointed out in the introduction, the latter is an
approximation for illustrative though realistic purposes.
The distinctive features of the B − L model take place because the heavy neutrinos
decay predominantly to SM gauge bosons, in association with a lepton (either charged
or neutral, depending on the electrical nature of the SM gauge boson). Being these
couplings see-saw suppressed, in a large portion of the parameter space heavy neutrinos
can be long-lived particles. Also, once heavy neutrinos are pair-produced via the Z′
boson, they give rise to novel and spectacular multi-lepton and/or multi-jet decay modes
of the intermediate boson. In the following sections are shown the consequences for
collider searches.
It is reasonable to conclude that the heavy neutrinos truly carry the hallmarks of
the B − L model at colliders.48 4. FERMION SECTOR
In contrast, the νh → νlZ′ decay channel (when kinematically open) is well below
the percent level and is negligible for our study. To simplify the discussion in this
section, we assume that the heavy neutrino masses are smaller than both Higgs boson
masses. Under this assumption νh → νlhi (i = 1,2) is not kinematically possible and
BR(νh → ℓ±W∓)[BR(νh → νlZ)] reaches the 2/3[1/3] level in the mνh ≫ MW,MZ limit.
Nonetheless, the possibility of producing the light Higgs boson from a heavy neutrino
decay is quite interesting and peculiar, as in once it involves new particles from all the
sectors of the B−L model. In section 5.2, we will show the cross section for this process,
highlighting its importance for a future LC.
We recall that the heavy neutrino couplings to the weak gauge bosons are propor-
tional to the (squared root of the) ratio of light to heavy neutrino masses (see the
Appendix A), which is extremely small [O(10−6) for mνh ∼ 100 GeV]. Hence, the decay
width of the heavy neutrino is correspondingly small and its lifetime large. The heavy
neutrino can therefore be a long-lived particle and, over a large portion of parameter
space, its lifetime can be comparable to or exceed that of the b quark. (In fact, for
mνl = 10−2 eV and mνh = 200 GeV they are equal).
In ﬁgure 4.5 we present the heavy neutrino lifetime (top panel) in picoseconds and
the proper decay length (or mean path) (bottom panel) in micrometers as a function of
the light neutrino mass for three diﬀerent choices of heavy neutrino masses (mνh = 100,
150 and 200 GeV). The proper decay length is deﬁned as cτ0, where τ0 is the lifetime
of the heavy neutrino. The purple (horizontal) band presents the proper decay length
of the b quark [73], while the blue band indicates the range of a typical microvertex
detector [63]. The red band shows the region of light neutrino masses excluded by direct
measurements of neutrino oscillations [see eq. (4.1)], by taking the lightest neutrino to
be massless (thus the other neutrinos cannot populate this region, only the lightest one
if massive). One should also note that the lifetime and the proper decay length of the
heavy neutrinos in the laboratory frame will actually be equal to those given in ﬁgure 4.5
times the Lorentz factor equal to pνh/mνh deﬁned by the ratio MZ′/mνh which can be
as large as about a factor of 10. We can then see that there exists a region where the
heavy neutrino lifetime is of the same order as that of the b quark (shown as a purple
band). The mean path and the respective lifetime of heavy neutrinos can therefore be
measured from a displaced vertex inside the detector. The heavy neutrino can however
be distinguished from a b hadron through the observation of vertices consisting of only
two isolated leptons. (Such a SM B meson decay, while possible, would have a very
small BR . 10−8 [73].)
An experimentally resolvable non-zero lifetime along with a mass determination for
the heavy neutrino also enables a determination of the light neutrino mass. The lifetime
measurement allows the small heavy-light neutrino mixing to be determined and, as one
can see from eqs. (2.34)–(2.37), this, along with the heavy neutrino mass, gives the light
neutrino mass. Considering only one generation for simplicity, this is expanded upon
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above equations.
The Feynman rules given in section A.1.2 demonstrate that heavy neutrino interac-
tions are determined entirely by the (sine of the) mixing angle αν, as is the total width
(and therefore the mean decay length). Hence, it is convenient to keep mνh and αν as
independent model parameters eliminating mD from eq. (2.36),
mD = mD(αν,mνh). (4.16)
By measuring the heavy neutrino mass we can also invert eq. (4.15)
M = M(αν,mνh), (4.17)
to ﬁnally get a fully known expression for the SM light neutrino mass as a function of
our input parameters mνh and αν (that can be measured independently), by inserting
eqs. (4.16)–(4.17) into eq. (4.14),
mνl(mD,M) = mνl(αν,mνh). (4.18)
This simple picture shows that within the B − L model we have an indirect way of
accessing the SM light neutrino mass by measuring the mass of the heavy neutrino
and the kinematic features of its displaced vertex. If the whole structure of mixing
is taken into account, including inter-generational mixing in the neutrino sector (as in
Ref. [34]), the task of determining the light neutrino masses in this way would become
more complicated but the qualitative features and the overall strategy would remain the
same, thereby providing one with a unique link between very large and very small scale
physics. This in turn will also be a direct test of the speciﬁc realisation of the see-saw
mechanism within the gauged B − L framework, as described in section 2.2.3.
In the next subsection we will combine the heavy neutrino decay patterns with the
pair production mechanism via the Z′ boson. The overall process can be seen as non-
standard decay patterns of the Z′ boson. We will analyse their BRs by distinguishing
the number of charged leptons in the ﬁnal state, individuating the most suitable one for
a detailed study, aimed to demonstrating that there exists a signature that enables the
heavy neutrino mass to be measured at the LHC.
4.2.2 Phenomenology of the neutrino pair production
The possibility of decays of the Z′ gauge boson into pairs of heavy neutrinos is one
of the most signiﬁcant results of this work, since, in addition to the clean SM-like di-
lepton signature, it provides multi-lepton signatures where backgrounds can be strongly
suppressed. In order to address this quantitatively, we ﬁrst determine the relevant BRs.
As in eqs. (4.7)–(4.8), a single heavy neutrino decay will produce a signature of 0, 1,
or 2 charged leptons, depending on whether the heavy neutrino decays via a charged or
neutral current and on the subsequent decays of the SM W± and Z gauge bosons. We51
can have both chains
νh → ℓ± W∓ → ℓ± +
 
ℓ∓ νl
hadrons
(4.19)
and
νh → νl Z → νl +
 
ℓ+ℓ−
νl νl/hadrons
. (4.20)
The pattern in eq. (4.19) provides 1 or 2 charged leptons, while that in eq. (4.20), 0 or
2. Hence, multi-lepton signatures may arise when the Z′ gauge boson decays into a pair
of heavy neutrinos, producing up to 4 charged leptons in the ﬁnal state. There exist in
total 5 diﬀerent topologies, distinguished by the number of charged leptons in the ﬁnal
state, that are:
0 lepton mode: Z′ →

 
 
6νl via 2Z bosons
4νl 2j via 2Z bosons
2νl 4j via 2Z bosons
(4.21)
1 lepton mode: Z′ →
 
ℓ± 3νl 2j via W + Z bosons
ℓ± νl 4j via W + Z bosons
(4.22)
2 lepton mode: Z′ →

 
 
ℓ± ℓ∓ 4νl via 2Z or W + Z bosons
ℓ± ℓ∓ 2νl 2j via 2Z or W + Z bosons
ℓ± ℓ∓ 4j via 2W bosons
(4.23)
3 lepton mode: Z′ → 2ℓ± ℓ∓ 2j νl via 2W or W + Z bosons (4.24)
4 lepton mode: Z′ → 2ℓ± 2ℓ∓ 2νl via 2W, 2Z or W + Z bosons (4.25)
Eq. (4.21) shows that the Z′ boson could decay completely invisibly, or in a multi-jet
ﬁnal state with large missing energy. As well, a mono-leptonic decay is possible, as in
eq. (4.22), with multi-jets and, again, possibly large missing energy. Although rather
interesting (especially the completely invisible decay), they are usually overwhelmed
by the backgrounds. Therefore, we consider only multi-lepton decay modes, i.e., with
2 or more charged leptons in the ﬁnal state. Figure 4.6 shows the BRs of a Z′ boson
decaying into 2 (top-left panel) and 3 or 4 (top-right panel) leptons (plus possibly missing
transverse momentum and/or jets, as appropriate) as a function of mνh, where a lepton
can be either an electron or a muon and these contributions are summed. While the
former are clearly dominant, the latter are not at all negligible. For MW± < mνh < MZ,
the νh → ℓ± W∓ decay is the only one kinematically possible, whereas for mνh < MW±
the heavy neutrino can decay only via an oﬀ shell W/Z and can therefore be very long-
lived (depending on mνl). For a very massive Z′ boson (2 TeV < MZ′ < 5 TeV) the
multi-leptonic BRs are roughly 2.5% in the case of Z′ → 3ℓ and 0.5% in the case of
Z′ → 4ℓ, for a wide range of heavy neutrino masses.
Finally, as in eq. (4.23), also non-standard di-lepton decays are possible, with the Z′
boson that decays into 2 leptons plus a large amount of missing transverse momentum
and/or highly energetic jets, see ﬁgure 4.6 (bottom-left panel). Particularly interesting53
look at, as backgrounds can be eﬀectively suppressed and neutrino masses reconstructed,
although the very high jet multiplicity might complicate the analysis. Ref. [74] showed
that the task could be feasible, although in the slightly diﬀerent context of a 4th family
extension of the SM, where the heavy neutrino pair is produced via SM Z and Higgs
bosons, therefore in a completely diﬀerent kinematic region.
The 4 leptons decay mode of eq. (4.25) has the advantage of being rather background
free. However, its corresponding BR is small [O(0.5%)]. In the context of the B − L
model it has been studied in Ref. [60], showing that it can be observable for L = 300
fb−1, and the intermediate heavy neutrino mass poorly measurable.
As this last reference was in progress, we looked in details at the signature with 3
charged leptons, in eq. (4.24), as ﬁrst reported in Ref. [47]. For the price of considering
bigger backgrounds, the tri-lepton signature has higher cross section, thereby a lower
integrated luminosity is suﬃcient for its discovery, if compared with the 4 leptons mode.
It is crucial to note that the 2 jets come always from a W boson, and this is fundamental
for reducing the backgrounds, as we will show. A pictorial representation of the tri-lepton
decay mode of the Z′ boson is in ﬁgure 4.7.
νh ℓ
W
Z′
νh
ℓ
ν
ℓ
W
j
j
Figure 4.7: Feynman diagram for the tri-lepton decay mode of the Z′ boson (ℓ = e,  ).
The tri-lepton decay mode also oﬀers a nice framework to study the heavy neutrino
properties. It is remarkable that in this signature the heavy neutrino ﬂavours can be
univocally identiﬁed, as the charged lepton that comes along the jets can be unambigu-
ously determined, and so its ﬂavour 1. Just by counting, the relative BR and the possible
mixing in the heavy neutrino sector can also be potentially measured. Nonetheless, we
leave these features for future investigation and focus here in delineating the strategy for
the discovery, in the approximation of degenerate and non-mixed heavy neutrinos. For
simplicity, we also limit ourselves to the case without leptonically decaying τ’s, leaving
also this case for future investigation.
The chosen benchmark points, at the LHC for
√
s = 14 TeV and L = 100 fb−1,
are for MZ′ = 1.5 TeV, g′
1 = 0.2 [for which, from ﬁgure 3.2b, σ(pp → Z′) = 0.272
pb], and two diﬀerent heavy neutrino masses: mνh = 200 GeV, for which the heavy
neutrino pair production cross section via Z′ boson is 46.7 fb [also, from ﬁgure 3.4,
second panel, BR(Z′ →
 
νhνh) ∼ 17.1%], and mνh = 500 GeV, for which, again,
σ(pp → Z′ →
 
νhνh) = 23.4 fb [and BR(Z′ →
 
νhνh) ∼ 8.7%].
1Notice that the same is true also for the 2ℓ + 4j mode, but in general it is not for the other
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These two benchmark points provide two very kinematically diﬀerent examples. In
the ﬁrst case, the heavy neutrinos are much lighter than the Z′ boson, producing highly
boosted events. In the second case, their mass is comparable to MZ′/2, hence close to
their production threshold, resulting in minimal boost. From a merely kinematic point
of view, all other cases will be somewhere between these two.
When the heavy neutrino decays via the ℓ±W∓ mode, with a subsequent leptonic
decay of the W±, the charged pair of leptons can carry an invariant mass equal to or
lower than the heavy neutrino mass, with the maximum invariant mass conﬁguration
occurring when the light neutrino is produced at rest, so that the edge in this distribution
corresponds to the νh mass. A peak in such a distribution corresponding to the SM-like
Z boson, coming from the νZ decay mode for the heavy neutrino, will also be present
in this distribution (see, e.g., plots in Ref. [47]).
While the invariant mass distribution can provide some insights into the mass of
the intermediate objects, this is not the best observable in the case of the tri-lepton
signature, because the ﬁnal state light neutrino escapes detection. A more suitable
distribution to look at is the transverse mass deﬁned in Ref. [75], i.e.,
m2
T =
  
M2(vis) + P2
T(vis) + |/ PT|
 2
−
 
  PT(vis) + /   PT
 2
, (4.26)
where (vis) means the sum over the visible particles. For the ﬁnal state considered
here, if we sum over the 3 leptons and the 2 jets, this distribution will peak at the Z′
mass. We can also see evidence for the presence of a heavy neutrino by just considering
the 2 closest (in ∆R, where ∆R ≡
 
∆η2 + ∆φ2) leptons and the missing transverse
momentum, since this is the topology relevant to a νh decay. The results show that this
transverse mass peak for the heavy neutrino is likely to be the best way to measure its
mass [47]. The striking signature of this model is that both of the above peaks occur
simultaneously.
We stress that by choosing event by event the 2 closest (in ∆R) leptons, the peak
corresponding to the heavy neutrino is well reconstructed, as clear from ﬁgure 4.12.
As we pointed out previously, this prescription also allows for the almost unambiguous
identiﬁcation of the single lepton coming from the heavy neutrino that decays semi-
hadronically. Its ﬂavour can therefore be identiﬁed.
In the evaluation of the background we considered three sources (including generation
cuts, to improve eﬃciency):
- WZjj associated production (σ3ℓ = 246.7 fb, ℓ = e, ,τ; ∆Rjj > 0.5, PT
j1,2 >
40 GeV,
   ηj1,2
    < 3);
- tt pair production (σ2ℓ = 29.6 pb, ℓ = e,  (b quark not decayed); QCD scale
= Mt/2 to emulate the NLO cross section; no cuts applied);
- ttℓν associated production (σ3ℓ = 8.6 fb, ℓ = e, ,τ; QCD scale =
√
ˆ s, PT
ℓ > 20
GeV).55
In the case of WZjj associated production, 3 leptons come from the subsequent
leptonic decays of the two gauge bosons. This is the main source of background. From
tt pair production one can obtain 2 isolated leptons via the decay of the W±’s pro-
duced from (anti)top decays and produce a further lepton from a semi-leptonic B meson
(emerging from one of the b’s) decay. This lepton though will not be isolated, because
of the large boost of the b quark, and this property is used to suppress this potential
background. (In practice, the requirement of isolated leptons, made on the angular sepa-
ration of a lepton from the nearest jet, strongly suppresses t¯ t.) Finally, ttℓν will produce
3 isolated leptons, 2 of which from the W±’s arising from the (anti)top decays (as above),
resulting in a signiﬁcant background despite the small production cross section.
In the following subsections we present the result of the analysis at the parton level
and at the detector level, respectively, of the tri-lepton signature and of the backgrounds.
We deﬁne the cuts and show their eﬀect in enhancing the signal-to-background ratio.
4.2.3.1 Parton level analysis
This subsection presents the analysis of signal and backgrounds for the tri-lepton signa-
ture at the parton level.
The ﬁrst set of cuts we use is designed to impose generic detector angular acceptances,
lepton and jet transverse momentum minimal thresholds and to provide isolation for
leptons and jets:
Selection 1
 
 ηℓ1,2,3
 
  < 2.5,
 
 ηj1,2
 
  < 3;
PT
ℓ1 > 15 GeV,
PT
ℓ2,3 > 10 GeV,
PT
j1,2 > 40 GeV;
∆Rℓj > 0.5 ∀ℓ = 1...3, j = 1,2,
∆Rℓ,ℓ′ > 0.2 ∀ℓ,ℓ′ = 1...3,
∆Rj,j > 0.5. (4.27)
Special care should be devoted to the treatment of the t¯ t background, given its large
production rate. However, as previously mentioned, we expect that this noise can be
eliminated eﬃciently by enforcing a suitable lepton-jet separation. The impact of the
ﬁrst set of cuts on the signals and tt background is illustrated in table 4.1. The ∆Rℓj
requirement is indeed extremely eﬀective and reduces this background by a factor of
2   10−3. The loss of signal due to this cut is instead minimal. Also note that the signal
events with the smaller boost have a higher eﬃciency for passing the angular isolation
cuts.58 4. FERMION SECTOR
Cut mνh = 200 GeV mνh = 500 GeV tt
# of events Eﬃciency % # of events Eﬃciency % # of events Eﬃciency %
No cuts 482.0 100 239.0 100 1.28   106 100
η cuts 346.0 71.8 171.0 71.4 5.1   105 43.9
∆R+PT cuts 68.0 14.1 73.7 30.8 99.7 0.014
Table 4.1: Eﬃciencies of the Selection 1 cuts for the two benchmark signals and the tt
background, for events with three leptons and with two or more jets in the ﬁnal state for
L = 100 fb−1. In the case of ∆Rjj < 0.5 partons were merged into one ‘jet’ at the very
beginning of the selection.
Selection 4
0 < MT
2ℓ < 250 GeV or 400 GeV < MT
2ℓ < 550 GeV, (4.30)
depending on the benchmark signal under consideration. A ﬁt of the signal in these
regions will ﬁnally give the heavy neutrino mass. The eﬃciencies of the Selection 1–4
cuts, are given in table 4.2.
mνh = 200 GeV
Cuts Signal Eﬃciency WZjj Eﬃciency tt Eﬃciency ttℓν Eﬃciency S/
√
B
events (%) events (%) events (%) events (%)
1 68.0 100 5875 100 99.6 100 89.1 100 0.87
2 68.0 100 498.8 8.5 5.38 5.4 19.3 21.8 2.97
3 58.8 86.5 10.58 12.7 0 0.8 0.0667 2.2 18.0
4 56.0 94.1 4.48 67.6 0 56.4 0.0305 64.8 26.3
mνh = 500 GeV
Cuts Signal Eﬃciency WZjj Eﬃciency tt Eﬃciency ttℓν Eﬃciency S/
√
B
events (%) events (%) events (%) events (%)
1 73.6 100 5875 100 99.7 100 89.1 100 0.95
2 73.6 100 498.8 8.5 5.38 5.4 19.3 21.8 3.22
3 68.8 93.4 10.58 12.7 0 0.8 0.0667 2.2 21.1
4 46.3 66.0 2.879 27.1 0 8.7 0.00952 10.1 27.6
Table 4.2: Signal (mνh = 200 GeV at the top and mνh = 500 GeV at the bottom) and
background events per L = 100 fb−1 and eﬃciencies following the sequential application
of Selection 1–4 cuts.
We should stress that during all the step of our analysis we have included detector
eﬀects and applied these to the parton level events simulated using calchep. We have
used Gaussian smearing of leptons and quarks energies to simulate a typical electromag-
netic energy resolution given by 0.15/
√
E and a typical hadronic energy resolution given
by 0.5/
√
E, to mimic the ATLAS [64] and CMS [63] detector performances. The reso-
lution in missing transverse momentum was derived in turn from the above mentioned
smearing of leptons and quarks energies. The ﬁnal ﬁgure 4.12 and table 4.2 present62 4. FERMION SECTOR
Selection 1
#ℓ ≡ 3,
#j ≥ 2;
 
 ηe( )
 
  < 2.5(2.4),
|ηj| < 3;
PT
ℓ1,2,3 > 10 GeV,
PT
j1,2 > 40 GeV;
jet cone radius = 0.5,
isolated leptons = true. (4.31)
The delphes package allows for the lepton isolation to be more carefully deﬁned.
To match the CMS deﬁnitions, we deﬁne a lepton to be ‘isolated’ if no other tracks
in a cone of radius 0.3 within the tracker has pT > 2 GeV. The latter appears more
restrictive than the corresponding ∆Rℓℓ′ requirement we used at the parton level.
In the previous section we highlighted that the requirement of isolated leptons was
crucial to suppress the t¯ t background, in which a further lepton stems from a b quark
decay. Table 4.3 shows the eﬀect of the Selection 1 cuts for both signal points and the t¯ t
background. We see that, in the detector framework, the requirement of isolated leptons
reduces the t¯ t background by a further factor 2.4%, an order of magnitude less eﬃcient
than at the parton level. Regarding the signal, it still holds that the isolation requirement
suppresses more the low mνh point, where ﬁnal state objects are more boosted.
Cut mνh = 200 GeV mνh = 500 GeV tt
# of events Eﬃciency % # of events Eﬃciency % # of events Eﬃciency %
Basic cuts 429.4 100 214.4 100 4.31   105 100
Isolation cut 178.3 41.5 117.9 55.0 1.04   104 2.4
Table 4.3: Eﬃciencies of the isolation cut for the two benchmark signals and the tt
background, for events with three leptons and with two or more jets in the ﬁnal state,
for L = 100 fb−1. ‘Basic cuts’ refer to the Selection 1 cuts of eq. (4.31) without the
isolation requirement.
At the parton level there is no ambiguity concerning the jets, since, for the signal,
two and only two are present. At the detector level, instead, the average jet multiplicity
is around 4, thus we need to identify the two jets to include in our distributions. As
pointed out, for the signal only, the topology of the tri-lepton signature imposes the jets
to come exclusively from a W boson. Hence, on a event by event basis, we can choose
the pair of jets that better reconstructs the W boson (meaning, whose invariant mass63
is closest to MW = 80.4 GeV). Selection 2 cut is hence deﬁned as a cut in the invariant
mass distribution of this jet pair, jets that will subsequently enter in the deﬁnition of
our distributions, such as MT
3ℓ2j. To avoid to spoil considerably the signal, while still
rejecting most of the background, the cut of eq. (4.28) has to be relaxed to
Selection 2
|Mjj − MW| < 30 GeV. (4.32)
It shall be noted that this is not the most eﬃcient way to identify the pair of jets to
be used. We comment on this at the end of this section.
Once the pair of jets has been identiﬁed, we can use it to plot the MT
3ℓ2j distribution,
shown in ﬁgure 4.13 (summing up all backgrounds and signal, and for the signal only,
in the top panels and in the bottom panels, respectively). The events for the signal are
visible as an excess over the background, peaking at the Z′ boson mass, as clear from
ﬁgures 4.13c and 4.13d (in ﬁgures 4.13a and 4.13b the peak is not evident only due to
the log scale).
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of MT
3ℓ2j for signal (4.13a) mνh = 200 GeV and (4.13b) mνh =
500 GeV, summed with the backgrounds, and for signal only, in (4.13c) and (4.13d),
respectively, after the Selection 2 cuts. (Events per L = 100 fb−1).64 4. FERMION SECTOR
As in the previous section, we deﬁne the following cut to further suppress the back-
ground:
Selection 3
   MT
3ℓ2j − MZ′
    < 250 GeV, (4.33)
in which we consider the Z′ mass as known, measured from Drell-Yan processes (see
section 3.2.2). The MT
2ℓ distribution after this cut is shown in ﬁgure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Distribution of MT
2ℓ for signal (4.14a) mνh = 200 GeV and (4.14b) mνh =
500 GeV, superimposed to the backgrounds after the Selection 3 cuts. (Events per L =
100 fb−1).
In order to establish the signal, we ﬁnally select events around the visible MT
2l peak,
by requiring:
Selection 4
100 < MT
2ℓ < 250 GeV or 300 GeV < MT
2ℓ < 550 GeV, (4.34)
depending on the signal benchmark under consideration. Again, a ﬁt of the signal in
these regions will ﬁnally give the heavy neutrino mass. The eﬃciencies of the Selection
1–4 cuts are given in table 4.4. Notice that the number of events for the signal, especially
at the beginning, is bigger than at the parton level. This is because all the other multi-
lepton signatures can impinge in the tri-lepton one, but they do not survive the whole
chain of cuts. This summary clearly conﬁrms the feasibility of the extraction of the
signal even with less than 100 fb−1 of integrated luminosity.
As we speciﬁed earlier, table 4.4 shows that the procedure we used to identify the
pair of jets to include in our distributions is not the most eﬃcient. In fact, the Selection
2 cut has a lower eﬃciency for the signal (∼ 40%, irrespectively of the benchmark point)
than for the background (∼ 70% ÷ 90%). The reason for this is that we are shaping
the background as the signal, forcing to select those jets that mimic it. Nonetheless,65
mνh = 200 GeV
Cuts Signal Eﬃciency WZjj Eﬃciency tt Eﬃciency ttℓν Eﬃciency S/
√
B
events (%) events (%) events (%) events (%)
1 178.3 100 3154 100 1.04   104 100 112.5 100 1.52
2 74.2 41.6 2189 69.4 9.36   103 89.8 84.4 75.0 0.69
3 34.3 46.3 27.96 1.28 < 1 < 0.1 0.286 0.34 6.46
4 31.9 92.8 11.51 41.18 0 − 0.086 30.0 9.36
mνh = 500 GeV
Cuts Signal Eﬃciency WZjj Eﬃciency tt Eﬃciency ttℓν Eﬃciency S/
√
B
events (%) events (%) events (%) events (%)
1 117.9 100 3154 100 1.04   104 100 112.5 100 1.01
2 48.9 41.5 2189 69.4 9.36   103 89.8 84.4 75.0 0.45
3 33.5 68.5 27.96 1.28 < 1 < 0.1 0.286 0.34 6.31
4 22.1 66.0 9.05 32.4 0 − 0.114 40.0 6.50
Table 4.4: Signal (mνh = 200 GeV at the top and mνh = 500 GeV at the bottom) and
background events per L = 100 fb−1 and eﬃciencies following the sequential application
of Selection 1–4 cuts.
mimicking the W boson mass is not suﬃcient to imitate all the signal properties. In
fact, the subsequent Selection 3 cut strongly suppresses only the background.
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the results of our investigation of the fermion sector.
First, we have summarised the existing experimental constraints on the neutrino
masses. We have also discussed the approximation used in the phenomenological study,
i.e., to take heavy neutrinos relatively light (with respect to the Z′ boson) and degener-
ate.
Then, we have presented a detailed study of the heavy neutrino properties (cross
sections, decay widths and BRs). We have shown that the production cross sections
via the Z′ boson, the channel of interest, are up to 50 fb for the LHC in its early stage
(
√
s = 7 TeV), value that induced us to consider this channel as viable only for the LHC
in its designed performances (
√
s = 14 TeV and full luminosity).
Regarding the decay properties of the heavy neutrinos, we have shown that the
decay into a SM gauge boson (together with a lepton) is preferred. This partial width
is very small, and, hence, the heavy neutrino has a very small intrinsic width. The
decay patterns of the heavy neutrino pair production via Z′ boson have been analysed
in details. They can be thought of as multi-lepton (and multi-jet) decays of the Z′
boson. Up to 4 charged leptons in the ﬁnal state can be produced.
We have concluded that for a large portion of the parameter space, the heavy neu-
trinos are rather long-lived particles, so that they produce displaced vertices in the LHC
detectors, that can be distinguished from those induced by b quarks. In addition, from66 4. FERMION SECTOR
the simultaneous measurement of both the heavy neutrino mass and decay length one
can estimate the absolute mass of the parent light neutrino, for which at present, only
limits exist.
To address the neutrino mass measurement, we have chosen to study the so-called
tri-lepton decay mode, in which the Z′ boson decays into 3 charged leptons (either
electrons or muons) and 2 jets, always stemming from a W boson.
For benchmark scenarios of the B − L model, we have chosen two that should be
accessible at the LHC, having a Z′ boson mass and fermion couplings not far beyond
the ultimate reach of Tevatron and LEP and displaying two extreme relative conditions
between the Z′ boson and heavy neutrinos, that is, one with the latter produced at rest
and the other highly boosted in the direction of the Z′ boson.
A detailed parton level simulation of the aforementioned signal benchmarks has been
performed, including all the relevant backgrounds. We have shown that rather generic
cuts are already suitable for an eﬃcient background rejection. This analysis strategy
has, then, been validated with a full detector simulation of both signal and background.
To do so, a strategy for the jet identiﬁcation has been proposed, based on the signal
topology at the parton level (in which, as mentioned, the jets come exclusively from the
W boson).
The transverse mass has been found to be the suitable distribution for the tri-lepton
signature analysis. By carefully choosing what particles to consider for its deﬁnition,
peaks for both the Z′ boson and for the heavy neutrino emerge. Their simultaneous
observation is a striking signature of the B − L model. In particular, the sharpness of
the peak corresponding to the heavy neutrino, as well as its deﬁnition well above the
background, as shown, makes the heavy neutrino mass well measurable.
As a result, the tri-lepton signature holds a very good signal over background ratio
that makes it observable at the LHC, for
√
s = 14 TeV and L ≤ 100 fb−1.Chapter 5
Scalar sector
In this chapter we study the scalar sector of the B − L model. The new states here are
two CP-even Higgs bosons, whose masses are free parameters. Another free parameter
is the angle α that controls their mixing.
Section 5.1 presents the constraints on the free parameters in this sector. We will
ﬁrst review in section 5.1.1 the existent experimental limits, coming from both direct and
indirect searches at LEP. In section 5.1.2 is then presented the analysis of the theoretical
bounds on the scalar sector, i.e., the so-called unitarity bound and the triviality and
vacuum stability bounds, the latter two coming from the study of the RGEs.
In section 5.2, the properties of the scalar sector are delineated (i.e., production cross
sections, intrinsic widths, BRs), and the capabilities for Higgs discovery at the LHC are
summarised. The main focus is on the impact of the gauge and fermion sectors. In
fact, although no new consistent production mechanisms arise, the decay patterns in
this model are rather peculiar, such as the decay into pairs of Z′ bosons and into heavy
neutrinos (besides the decay of the heavy Higgs boson into pairs of the light scalar
bosons). Cross sections for some full processes are presented in section 5.2.3.
Finally, we draw the conclusions for this chapter in section 5.3.
The study of the unitarity bound is published in [3]. The RGE study (triviality and
vacuum stability) is published in [40]. The analysis of the phenomenology of the Higgs
bosons is published in [79].
5.1 Constraints
In this section is delineated the viable parameter space for the new independent param-
eters in the scalar sector, i.e., mh1, mh2, and the mixing angle α.
First, we summarise the experimental constraints from LEP, from direct searches
and from the analysis of the precision tests. Regarding the former, as discussed in the
introduction, we did not pursue a complete beyond the tree-level analysis and we will
refer to the literature.
Finally, we present our analysis of the theoretical constraints, i.e., the unitarity
bound and the constraints coming from the study of the RGEs.
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the U(1)B−L extension here considered are read straightforwardly from ﬁgure 5.1 by
considering:  
ξ = cosα for H = h1 ,
ξ = sinα for H = h2 ,
(5.2)
i.e., the limit for h1(h2) is extracted by considering ξ as the cosine(sine) of the mixing
angle in the scalar sector [see eq. (2.28)].
Figure 5.1 shows the lower bound on the Higgs boson mass as a function of ξ. The
SM Higgs boson is recovered by the condition ξ = 1. We see that we can have signiﬁcant
deviations from the SM Higgs boson mass limit, mh > 114.4 GeV, only for values of the
angle α > π/4, for the lightest state h1. For example, for α = π/3, the LEP limit on
the lightest Higgs state reads as mh1 > 100 GeV. That is, in this model, a light Higgs
boson with mass smaller than the SM limit can exist only if it is highly mixed, i.e., the
light Higgs boson is mostly the singlet state. For the same value of the angle, the limit
for mh2 is more stringent than the condition mh2 > mh1, in fact for α = π/3, mh2 & 114
GeV must be fulﬁlled.
Direct searches have put limits on scalar masses in the B − L model below the
LEP limit of 114.4 GeV (for the SM). The existence of scalar bosons heavier than this
limit can also be restricted. One way is by analysing their impact on the EW precision
measurements [49], encoded in the S, T and U parameters [81]. In the case of a SM
scalar sector augmented by just one scalar singlet, the constraints on the scalar masses
are analysed in Ref. [2], and summarised in ﬁgure 5.2.
Generally speaking, the scalar sector of the B − L model is equivalent to the one of
generic scalar singlet extensions of the SM, so that we can straightforwardly interpret
the results of Ref. [2] as valid also here. It ought to be noticed, though, that this
statement relies on the simpliﬁcation that the impact of the extra matter content of
the B − L model, i.e., Z′ boson and heavy neutrinos, on the precision parameters is
negligible. This is indeed the case for the direct contribution of the Z′ boson, as it has
vanishing mixing with the SM Z boson at the tree level [51] (and the running on   g,
turning this mixing on at the NLO, is a two-loops eﬀect). Nonetheless, the Z′ boson
and the heavy neutrinos can still alter the scalar boson total widths entering in the
precision parameters’ calculation. An increment in the total width will relax the results
of Ref. [2], although marginally as the total width changes are mild for values of the
mixing angle bounded therein.
With reference to [2], the mixing matrix V corresponds to the matrix in eq. (2.28),
so that |V01| = sinα. Important consequences of this analysis are that there is an upper
bound on the light scalar, mh1 < mMAX
h1 ≡ 165 GeV, and that the complete inversion
in the scalar sector, i.e., for α = π/2, is forbidden by precision data for mh2 > mMAX
h1 .
5.1.2 Theoretical constraints
In this section we present the analysis of the theoretical constraints on the new param-
eters in the scalar sector, namely the unitarity bound and those coming from the study70 5. SCALAR SECTOR
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Figure 5.2: Allowed region (at 95% conﬁdence level) in a model with one additional
singlet in addition to the usual SU(2)L doublet. The lightest (heavier) scalar mass is
m0 (m1) and the mixing matrix is deﬁned in eq. (4) of Ref. [2]. In our notation,
|V01| = sinα. The region below the curves is allowed by ﬁts to S, T and U.
of the RGEs. The unitarity assumption [3] relies on demanding that the cross sections
for the scattering of all the particles in the model are unitary, i.e., with an occurring
probability less than one. The RGE constraints [40] come from the model to be well-
deﬁned at one loop, assuming that the evolved parameters do not hit any Landau pole
or destabilise the vacuum of the model. The latter request is known as the vacuum
stability condition, while the former is the triviality condition.
5.1.2.1 Unitarity bound
It is generally not possible within the SM framework (or any of its non-supersymmetric
extensions encompassing the Higgs mechanism) to predict the mass of the Higgs boson.
Hence, several theoretical methods have been developed to constrain its value (see [82],
[83], [84]). For example, to stay with the SM, the pioneeristic work of Ref. [83] showed
that, when the Higgs boson mass is greater than a critical value of around 1 TeV (known
as unitarity bound), the spherical partial wave describing the elastic scattering of the
longitudinally polarised vector bosons at very high energy (
√
s → ∞) violates unitarity
at the tree level and the theory ceases to be valid from a perturbative point of view.
In the high energy limit (s ≫ m2
W±,Z,Z′), the amplitude involving the (physical)
longitudinal polarisation of gauge bosons approaches the one involving the (unphysical)
scalar one (equivalence theorem, see [85]), and, following the BRS invariance [86], the
amplitude for emission or absorption of a ‘scalarly’ polarised gauge boson becomes equal
to the amplitude for emission or absorption of the related Goldstone boson. Since it is
the elastic scattering of longitudinally polarised vector bosons that gives rise to unitarity
violation, the analysis of the perturbative unitarity of two-to-two particle scatterings in71
the gauge sector can be performed, in the high energy limit, by exploiting the Goldstone
sector.
Hence, in the high energy limit, we can substitute the vector boson and Higgs bo-
son sectors with the related (would-be) Goldstone and Higgs boson sectors. We will
therefore focus on the scalar interacting Lagrangian of the Higgs and would-be Gold-
stone sectors (in the Feynman gauge), i.e., the scalar Lagrangian of eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and
(2.13), neglecting here the gauge couplings in the covariant derivative of eq. (2.7), and
we will calculate tree-level amplitudes for all two-to-two processes involving the full set
of possible (pseudo)scalar ﬁelds 1. The relevant Feynman rules are in section A.3, where
VF is the Goldstone counterpart of the vector V .
5.1.2.1.1 Evaluation of the unitarity bound
As already intimated, the equivalence theorem allows one to compute the amplitude of
any process with longitudinal vector bosons VL (V = W±,Z,Z′), in the limit m2
V ≪ s,
by substituting each one of them with the related Goldstone bosons v = w±,z,z′, and
its general validity is proven [85]; schematically, if we consider a process with four
longitudinal vector bosons: M(VLVL → VLVL) = M(vv → vv) + O(m2
V /s).
Given a tree-level scattering amplitude between two spin-0 particles, M(s,θ), where
θ is the scattering (polar) angle, the partial wave amplitude with angular momentum J
is given by
aJ =
1
32π
  1
−1
d(cosθ)PJ(cosθ)M(s,θ), (5.3)
where PJ are Legendre polynomials. It has been proven in Ref. [87] that, in order to
preserve unitarity, each partial wave must be bounded by the condition
     Re
 
aJ(s)
       ≤
1
2
. (5.4)
It turns out that only J = 0 (corresponding to the spherical partial wave contribution)
leads to some bound, so we will not discuss the higher partial waves any further.
We have veriﬁed that, in the high energy limit, only the four-point vertices (related
to the four-point functions of the interacting potential) contribute to the J = 0 partial
wave amplitudes, and this is consistent with many other works that exploit the same
methodology (for example, see [88; 89; 90]). The main contributions come from the
zz → zz and z′z′ → z′z′ channels. To a lesser extent, also h1h1 → h1h1 and h2h2 → h2h2
play a relevant role, being equal to the most constraining one among the main channels
in some regions of the parameter space (for α → 0 and α → π/2, respectively). Due to
this, we will not discuss them any further (details of this can be found in Ref. [3]).
1Moreover, while evaluating scalar bosons’ scattering amplitudes, it has been explicitly veriﬁed that,
in the search for the Higgs boson mass limits, the contribution that arises from intermediate vector
boson exchange is not relevant.72 5. SCALAR SECTOR
Moving to the results, the unitarity bound is, in general, a function of all the param-
eters that take part to the four-point vertices, i.e., the scalar masses, the mixing angle
α and the singlet VEV x. It is convenient to deﬁne a ‘high-mixing’ and a ‘low-mixing’
domains in the mixing angle. The former is deﬁned by noticing that for a value of the
angle in the range
arctan
 
v
x
 
≤ α ≤
π
2
, (5.5)
the allowed parameter space [in the (mh1–mh2) plane] is completely deﬁned by the
zz → zz channel. The ‘low-mixing’ domain is the complementary region. For instance,
since x ≥ 3.5 TeV as shown in section 3.1.1, due to the LEP bound [51], if we choose
exactly x = 3.5 TeV, the high-mixing domain, in this case, is the one for 0.07 ≤ α ≤ π/2
(and, conversely, the low-mixing one is the interval 0 ≤ α < 0.07).
Figure 5.3 shows the allowed regions in the (mh1–mh2) plane, for a value of the
angle in the low-mixing domain (ﬁgure 5.3a), and for values in the high-mixing one
(ﬁgures 5.3b, 5.3c and 5.3d), for several values of the singlet VEV x (aﬀecting only the
limit coming from the z′z′ → z′z′ channel).
We see that in both cases, as expected, the upper bound on the light Higgs boson
mass does not exceed the SM one (which is around 700 GeV [87]), and it approaches
the experimental lower limit from LEP (according to [1]) as the heavy Higgs boson mass
increases. This is because the two Higgs bosons ‘cooperate’ in the unitarisation of the
scattering channels, so that, if one mass tends to grow, the other one must become
lighter and lighter to keep the scattering matrix elements unitarised.
In the high-mixing domain, as shown in ﬁgures 5.3b, 5.3c and 5.3d (for α = 0.1,
α = π/4, α = 0.9π/2, respectively 1), the allowed region is completely determined by
the zz → zz scattering, irrespectively of the value of the singlet VEV x. The maximum
allowed value for the heavy Higgs boson mass only depends on the mixing angle
Max(mh2) = 2
 
2
3
mW √
αW sinα
. (5.6)
Only in the low-mixing domain, as in ﬁgure 5.3a (for α = 0.01), we are able to
appreciate some interplay between the two scattering processes in setting the unitarity
bound. In this case, while the zz → zz scattering channel would allow the existence of
a heavy Higgs boson with mass of more than 10 TeV, the z′z′ → z′z′ channel sharply
limits the allowed mass region, with a ‘cut-oﬀ’ on the maximum mh2 almost insensible
to the light Higgs boson mass (and to the value of the mixing angle), that scales linearly
with the singlet VEV x
Max(mh2) ≃ 2
 
2π
3
x. (5.7)
1For the last of these values of the mixing angle, the lower limit from LEP experiments on the light
Higgs boson mass is mh1 > 40 GeV [1], while for the other ones it is almost equal to the SM lower limit
(mh1 > 114.4 GeV), as illustrated in ﬁgure 5.3.74 5. SCALAR SECTOR
light Higgs boson mass varies between the SM limit and the experimental lower limit from
LEP as the upper bound for the heavy Higgs boson mass increases. Moreover, when
α assumes values in the high-mixing domain, the strongest bound comes exclusively
from the z-boson scattering, independently from the chosen singlet VEV x, while, in the
low-mixing domain, the z′ boson scattering can also be important, imposing a cut-oﬀ,
linear in x, on the heavy Higgs boson mass (when more constraining than the zz → zz
scattering).
In the following subsection we investigate the constraints coming from the analysis
of the RGEs, collected in appendix B.
5.1.2.2 Renormalisation group equations
The RGE evolution can constrain the parameter space of the scalar sector in two com-
plementary ways. From one side, the couplings must stay perturbative. This condition
reads:
0 < λ1,2,|3|(Q′) < 1 ∀ Q′ ≤ Q, (5.8)
and it is usually referred to as the ‘triviality’ condition. Notice that λ|3| ≡ |λ3|. On
the other side, the vacuum of the theory must be well-deﬁned at any scale, that is, to
guarantee the validity of eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) at any scale Q′ ≤ Q:
0 < λ1,2(Q′) and 4λ1(Q′)λ2(Q′) − λ2
3(Q′) > 0 ∀ Q′ ≤ Q. (5.9)
Eq. (5.9) is usually referred to as the ‘vacuum stability’ condition. In contrast to the
SM, in which it is suﬃcient that the Higgs self-coupling λ be positive, in the case of this
model the vacuum stability condition [and especially the second part of eq. (5.9)] can
be violated even for positive λ1,2,3.
One should notice that our conventional choice mh1 < mh2, as noted previously,
allows us to consider α and −α as two independent solutions, although the theory is
manifestly invariant under the symmetry α → −α. These two solutions are complemen-
tary, meaning that the region excluded by the choice mh1 < mh2 at a certain value of the
angle α is precisely the allowed one for the complementary angle π/2 − α. The special
case α = π/4 is symmetric, and corresponds to maximal mixing between the scalars.
α = 0 corresponds to a SM scalar sector totally decoupled from the extended one, and
h1 is the usual SM Higgs boson. α = π/2 is the specular case, in which h2 plays the role
of the SM Higgs boson.
Notice also that, again in contrast to the SM in which the gauge couplings have a
marginal eﬀect, in our case the RH neutrinos play for the extra scalar singlet the role
of the top quark for the SM Higgs in the vacuum stability condition 1. Their RGEs
are then controlled by the Yukawa couplings with a negative contribution coming from
1Also notice that we have three RH neutrinos, as we have three colours for the top quark. However,
they are Majorana particles rather than Dirac ones, so they carry half the (independent) degrees of
freedom of the top quark.75
g′
1 [see eq. (B.9)]. Therefore, in some regions of the parameter space, the impact of
the gauge sector is not marginal and can eﬀectively stabilise the otherwise divergent
evolution of the Majorana Yukawa couplings for the RH neutrinos.
A ﬁnal remark is in order about eq. (B.34), the evolution of λ3, the mixing parameter
of the scalar potential [see eq. (2.3)]. This RGE is almost proportional to λ3 itself, so a
vanishing boundary condition is almost stable 1. Non-proportional terms arise from the
new gauge couplings (  g and g′
1), i.e., deviations from the vanishing boundary conditions
are of the order of the gauge couplings, hence quite small. They are particularly negligi-
ble in the pure B −L model, as also   g has a vanishing boundary condition, with a weak
departure from it due to the mixing in the gauge coupling sector [29]. Nonetheless, other
benchmark models in our general parameterisation could show diﬀerent behaviours.
The results we are going to present are obtained by analysing the RGEs in ap-
pendix B. For their numerical study, we put boundary conditions at the EW scale
on the physical observables: mh1, mh2, α, v,MZ′,g′
1,  g,m
1,2,3
νh , that we trade for m,  ,
λ1, λ2, λ3, x,yM
1,2,3 using, for the relevant parameters therein, eq. (2.33). Notice that
α\  g denotes the mixing angle\coupling in the scalar\gauge sector. Where stated in the
text, we impose boundary conditions on some parameters of the Lagrangian rather than
on the physical observables. This is done for consistency of those studies.
For the pure B − L model, object of the numerical analysis in this Thesis, the
deﬁnition   g = 0 holds, and as a consequence, we also have that the B−L breaking VEV
x can be easily related to the new Z′ boson mass by x =
MZ′
2g′
1
. Here we ﬁx g′
1 = 0.1.
Regarding the heavy neutrinos, for simplicity we consider them degenerate and we ﬁx
their masses to m
1,2,3
νh ≡ mνh = 200 GeV (whenever not speciﬁed otherwise), a value
that can lead to some interesting phenomenology (see section 4.2). The free parameters
in this study are then mh1, mh2, α and x. The general philosophy is to ﬁx in turn some
of the free parameters and scan over the other ones, individuating the allowed regions
fulﬁlling the conditions of eqs. (5.8) and (5.9).
5.1.2.2.1 Triviality and vacuum stability bounds
Given the simplicity of the scalar sector in the SM, the triviality and vacuum stability
conditions can be studied independently and they both constrain the Higgs boson mass,
providing an upper bound and a lower bound, respectively. In more complicated models
as the one considered here, it might be more convenient to study the overall eﬀect of
eqs. (5.8)–(5.9), since there are regions of the parameter space in which the constraints
are evaded simultaneously. This is the strategy we decided to follow.
Figure 5.4 shows the allowed region in the (mh1–mh2) parameter space, for increasing
values of the mixing angle α, for ﬁxed VEV x = 7.5 TeV and heavy neutrino masses
mνh = 200 GeV, corresponding to Yukawa couplings whose eﬀect on the RGE running
can be considered negligible. For α = 0, the allowed values for mh1 are the SM ones
and the extended scalar sector is completely decoupled. The allowed space is therefore
1From the last line of eq. (2.33), setting λ3 = 0 corresponds to α = 0, but not vice versa.77
already been excluded by LEP, for big enough values of Q, at a small angle as α = 0.1,
the presence of a heavier boson allows the model to survive up to higher scales for smaller
h1 masses if compared to the SM (in which just h1 would exist). Correspondingly, the
constraints on mh2 become tighter. Moving to bigger values of the angle, the mixing
between h1 and h2 grows up to its maximum, at α = π/4, where h1 and h2 both contain
an equal amount of doublet and singlet scalars. The situation is therefore perfectly
symmetric, as one can see from ﬁgure 5.4c. Finally, in ﬁgure 5.4d, we see that the
bounds on mh2 are getting tighter, approaching the SM ones, and those for mh1 are
relaxing. That is, for values of the angle π/4 < α < π/2, the situation is qualitatively
not changed, but now h2 is the SM-like Higgs boson. Visually, one can get the allowed
regions at a given angle π/2−α by simply taking the transposed about the mh1 = mh2
line of the plot for the given angle α.
Per each value of the angle, we can then ﬁx the lighter Higgs mass mh1 to some
benchmark values (allowed by LEP for the SM Higgs) and plot the allowed mass for the
heavier Higgs as a function of the scale Q. This is done in ﬁgure 5.5, where the allowed
masses are those contained between the same colour lines. Notice that here the VEV
x is ﬁxed to a diﬀerent value, x = 3.5 TeV. The eﬀects of changing the VEV x will be
described in section 5.1.2.2.3.
As previously noticed, the allowed range in mh2 gets smaller as we increase the angle.
Apart from the case α = 0 where there is no dependency at all from mh1, there is a
strong eﬀect of mh1 on the bounds on mh2. Not all the allowed regions (for mh2) at a
ﬁxed h1 mass are inside the regions that are allowed for a smaller mh1. This is true only
for mh1 > 160 GeV. For smaller mh1’s, the distortion in the allowed region constraints
tightly mh2 for the survival of the model to big scales Q. This is because such distortion
is just towards smaller h1 masses, see ﬁgure 5.4.
Complementary to the previous study, we can now ﬁx the light Higgs mass at speciﬁc,
experimentally interesting 1, values, i.e., mh1 = 100, 120, 160 and 180 GeV, and show
the allowed region in the mh2 vs. α plane. This is done in ﬁgure 5.6.
From this ﬁgures it is clear the transition of h2 from the new extra scalar to the
SM-like Higgs boson as we scan on the angle. As we increase mh1 (up to mh1 = 160
GeV), a bigger region in mh2 is allowed for the model to be valid up to the Plank scale
(i.e., Q = 1019 GeV, the most inner regions, in cyan). Nonetheless, such a region exists
also for a value of the light Higgs mass excluded by LEP for the SM, mh1 = 100 GeV,
but only for big values of the mixing angle. No new regions (with respect to the SM)
in which the model can survive up to the Plank scale open for mh1 > 160 GeV, as the
allowed space deforms towards smaller values of mh1.
1The chosen values maximise the probability for the decays h1 → bb, h1 → γγ, h1 → W
+W
− and
h1 → ZZ, respectively (see ﬁgure 5.15a).83
5.2 Phenomenology of the Higgs sector
In the previous section we have deﬁned the regions of the scalar sector parameter space
that are compatible with experimental and theoretical constraints. In this section we
summarise some of the phenomenology of the Higgs bosons in the B − L model at the
LHC, ﬁrst presented in Ref. [79].
The scalar Lagrangian of the B − L model is part of a rather general family of
extensions of the SM, in which the scalar content is augmented with a scalar singlet
(see, e.g., Refs. [19; 20; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25]). The interactions of the Higgs bosons with
SM particles are, therefore, the same as in the traditional literature. However, a richer
phenomenology arises in the B − L model because of the interplay with the gauge and
the fermion sectors, where the new particles, the Z′ boson and the heavy neutrinos,
interact with the scalar bosons. The interplay of the sectors can be strong, and, in some
region of the parameter space, both the Z′ boson and the heavy neutrinos can be lighter
than the Higgs bosons, allowing for new decays, beside those into SM particles.
Concerning the strength of Higgs interactions, some of the salient phenomenological
features can be summarised as follows:
– SM-like interactions scale with cosα(sinα) for h1(h2);
– those involving the other new B − L ﬁelds, like Z′ boson and heavy neutrinos,
scale with the complementary angle, i.e., with sinα(cosα) for h1(h2);
– triple (and quadruple) Higgs couplings are possible and can induce resonant be-
haviours, so that, e.g., the h2 → h1 h1 decay can become dominant if mh2 > 2mh1.
We ﬁrst present production cross sections for the two Higgs bosons at the LHC,
for CM energies of
√
s = 7 and 14 TeV, as well as their BRs, for some ﬁxed values of
the scalar mixing angle α. Its values have been chosen in each plot to highlight some
relevant phenomenological aspects, such as the decay into the new B − L particles.
It turns out that the most eﬃcient production mechanisms at the LHC are still the
SM ones. However, new signatures arise in the decay processes. Section 5.2.3 will bring
pieces together and present event rates for some phenomenologically viable signatures,
as, among those relevant here, four lepton decays of a heavy Higgs boson via pairs of Z′
gauge bosons (which, e.g., in the SM also occurs via ZZ but in very diﬀerent kinematic
regions) and heavy neutrino pair production via a light Higgs boson (yielding, e.g., the
same multi-lepton signatures discussed in section 4.2.2 for the Z′ boson).
5.2.1 Production cross sections and decay properties
In ﬁgure 5.11 we present the cross sections for the most relevant production mechanisms,
i.e., the usual SM processes such as gluon-gluon fusion, vector-boson fusion, tt associated
production, and Higgs-strahlung (whose Feynman diagrams are in ﬁgure 5.10). For
reference, we show in dashed lines the SM case (only for h1), that corresponds to α = 0.84 5. SCALAR SECTOR
Comparing ﬁgure 5.11c to ﬁgure 5.11a, there is a factor 3 ÷ 4 enhancement passing
from
√
s = 7 TeV to
√
s = 14 TeV CM energy at the LHC.
The cross sections are a smooth function of the mixing angle α, so as expected every
subchannel has a cross section that scales with cosα(sinα), respectively, for h1(h2). As
a general rule, the cross section for h1 at an angle α is equal to that one of h2 for π/2−α.
In particular, the maximum cross section for h2 (i.e., when α = π/2) coincides with the
one of h1 for α = 0.
We notice that these results are in agreement with the ones that have been discussed
in [20; 23; 25] in the context of a scalar singlet extension of the SM, having the latter
the same Higgs production phenomenology. Moreover, as already shown in Ref. [20],
also in the minimal B − L context a high value of the mixing angle could lead to
important consequences for Higgs boson discovery at the LHC: a sort of rudimentary
see-saw mechanism could suppress h1 production below an observable rate at
√
s = 7
TeV and favour just heavy Higgs boson production, with peculiar ﬁnal states clearly
beyond the SM, or even hide the production of both (if no more than 1 fb−1 of data is
accumulated). Instead, at
√
s = 14 TeV we expect that at least one Higgs boson will be
observed, either the light one or the heavy one, or indeed both, thus shedding light on
the scalar sector of the B − L extension of the SM. The region of the parameter space
that would allow the scalar sector to be completely hidden, for example for α ≃ π/2
and mh2 heavy enough to not be produced, whatever the value of mh1, is experimentally
excluded by precision analyses at LEP [2].
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Figure 5.10: Feynman diagrams for the dominant SM Higgs boson production mech-
anisms in hadronic collisions. From top-left, clockwise: Higgs-strahlung, vector boson
fusion, tt associated production, and gluon-gluon fusion (V = W,Z; H = h1,h2).89
i.e., mνh = 50 GeV, and we see that the relative BR of this channel can be rather
important, as the decay into b quark pairs or into W boson pairs, in the range of masses
110 GeV ≤ mh1 ≤ 150 GeV. Such a range happens to be critical in the SM since here the
SM Higgs boson passes from decaying dominantly into b quark pairs to a region in masses
in which the decay into W boson pairs is the prevailing one. These two decay channels
have completely diﬀerent signatures and discovery methods/powers. The fact that the
signal of the Higgs boson decaying into b quark pairs is many orders of magnitude below
the natural QCD background, spoils its sensitivity. In the case of the B −L model, the
decay into heavy neutrino pairs is therefore phenomenologically very important, besides
being an interesting feature of the B − L model if mνh < MW, as it allows for multi-
lepton signatures of the light Higgs boson. Among them, there is the decay of the Higgs
boson into 3ℓ, 2j and / ET (studied for the Z′ case in section 4.2.3), into 4ℓ and / ET (as,
again, already studied for the Z′ case in Ref. [60]) or into 4ℓ and 2j (as already studied,
when ℓ =  , in the 4th family extension of the SM [74]). All these peculiar signatures
allow the Higgs boson signal to be studied in channels much cleaner than the decay into
b quark pairs.
In the case of the heavy Higgs boson, further decay channels are possible in the
B − L model, if kinematically open. The heavy Higgs boson can decay in pairs of the
light Higgs boson (h2 → h1 h1) or even in triplets (h2 → h1 h1 h1), in pairs of heavy
neutrinos and Z′ bosons. Even for a small value of the angle, ﬁgure 5.15b shows that
the decay of a heavy Higgs boson into pairs of the light one can be quite sizeable, at the
level of the decay into SM Z bosons for mh1 = 120 GeV.
The BRs of the heavy Higgs boson decaying into Z′ boson pairs and heavy neutrino
pairs decrease as the mixing angle increases, getting to their maxima (comparable to
the W and Z ones) for a vanishing α, for which the production cross section is however
negligible. As usual, and also clear from ﬁgure 5.15b, the decay of the heavy Higgs boson
into gauge bosons (the Z′ boson) is always bigger than the decay into pairs of fermions
(the heavy neutrinos, even when summed over the generations, as plotted), when they
have comparable masses (here, MZ′ = 210 GeV and mνh = 200 GeV). It is important to
note that all these new channels do not have a simple dependence on the mixing angle α
(see ﬁgure 5.16 for Z′ bosons and neutrinos ﬁnal states and Ref. [79] for the light Higgs
boson case).
The other standard decays of both the light and the heavy Higgs bosons are not
modiﬁed substantially in the B − L model (i.e., the Higgs boson to W boson pairs is
always dominant when kinematically open, otherwise the decay into b quarks is the pre-
vailing one; further, radiative decays, such as Higgs boson decays into pairs of photons,
peak at around 120 GeV, etc.). Only when other new channels open, the standard de-
cay channels alter accordingly. This rather common picture could be altered when the
mixing angle α approaches π/2, but such situation is phenomenologically not viable [2].
Figures 5.15c and 5.15d show the total widths for h1 and h2, respectively. In the ﬁrst
case, few thresholds are clearly recognisable as the heavy neutrino one at 100 GeV (for91
5.2.3 Cross sections for processes involving Z′ bosons and neutrinos
In this subsection we combine the results from the Higgs boson cross sections and those
from the BR analysis in order to perform a detailed study of typical event rates for some
Higgs signatures that are speciﬁc to the B − L model.
As in section 3.2, we identify two diﬀerent experimental scenarios related to the LHC:
the ‘early discovery scenario’ (i.e., with CM energy of
√
s = 7 TeV and an integrated
luminosity of L = 1 fb−1), and the ‘full luminosity scenario’ (i.e., with CM energy of
√
s = 14 TeV and an integrated luminosity of L = 300 fb−1).
Combining the production cross sections and the decay BRs presented in the previous
subsections, the two diﬀerent scenarios open diﬀerent possibilities for the detection of
peculiar signatures of the model, involving heavy neutrinos and the Z′ boson. In the
early discovery scenario there is a clear possibility to detect a light Higgs state yielding
heavy neutrino pairs, while the full luminosity scenario aﬀords the possibility of looking
for the heavy Higgs state decaying into Z′ boson pairs, as well as into heavy neutrino
pairs. In addition to them, the decays of the heavy Higgs state into light Higgs boson
pairs are possible, as discussed in Ref [79].
The Feynman diagrams for these processes are shown in ﬁgure 5.17, with the gluon-
gluon fusion being the dominant production mechanism.
g
g
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Figure 5.17: Feynman diagrams for the new Higgs boson discovery mechanisms in
hadronic collisions in the B − L model. From left to right: the decay of a Higgs bo-
son into heavy neutrino pairs and into Z′ boson pairs.
First, we focus on the early discovery scenario: in this experimental conﬁguration,
the most important B −L distinctive process is the heavy neutrino pair production via
the light Higgs boson:
pp → h1 → νhνh. (5.12)
In ﬁgure 5.18 we show the cross sections, in the (mh1–α) plane, for this process at the
LHC for
√
s = 7 TeV, for two diﬀerent heavy neutrino masses (mνh = 50, 60 GeV).
These plots are the result of the combination of the light Higgs boson production cross
sections via gluon-gluon fusion only (that represents the main contribution) and of the
BR of the light Higgs boson to heavy neutrino pairs.
At this energy conﬁguration, the expected integrated luminosity is not above 1 fb−1,
yielding the production of up to around 200 (or more) heavy neutrino pairs via the light
Higgs boson, for mνh = 50 GeV, 110 GeV< mh1 < 150 GeV and π/4 < α < 0.42π.94 5. SCALAR SECTOR
In ﬁgure 5.20 we show the cross sections, in the (mh2–α) plane, for the process of
eq. (5.14) (i.e., the Z′ boson pair production via the heavy Higgs boson) at the LHC for
√
s = 14 TeV, for mZ′ = 210 GeV and mZ′ = 280 GeV. This process is also favoured for
small mixing angles, with a maximum cross section of 0.85 fb for 420 GeV< mh2 < 650
GeV and 0.03π < α < 0.25π, for the former Z′ mass. For a bigger value of the Z′ boson
mass, such as MZ′ = 280 GeV, a noticeable parameter space is still potentially accessible,
with a maximum cross section of 0.3 fb (corresponding to around 100 events, at most)
for 560 GeV< mh2 < 800 GeV and 0.03π < α < 0.19π. The Z′ bosons can subsequently
decay into pairs of leptons, both electrons and muons, with
 
ℓ=e, 
BR(Z′ → ℓ+ℓ−) ∼ 30%
(see ﬁgure 3.4). Thus, in total, up to around 25 events of heavy Higgs bosons decaying
into 4 leptons could be observed, in a completely diﬀerent kinematical region from the
decay into SM Z bosons.
5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the results of our investigation of the scalar sector,
with focus on the interaction with the gauge and fermion sectors.
First, we have presented a summary of the existing experimental constraints and the
full analysis of the high energy theoretical constraints on the scalar sector.
We have brieﬂy summarised the unitarity bound, whose scope was to clarify the
role of the two Higgs bosons in the unitarisation of vector and scalar bosons scattering
amplitudes, that we know must hold at any energy scale.
Using the equivalence theorem, we have evaluated the spherical partial wave ampli-
tude of all possible two-to-two scatterings in the scalar Lagrangian at an inﬁnite energy,
identifying the zz → zz and z′z′ → z′z′ processes as the most relevant scattering chan-
nels for this analysis (z(′) is the would-be Goldstone boson of the Z(′) vector boson).
Hence, we have shown that these two channels impose an upper bound on the two
Higgs masses: the light one cannot exceed the SM bound while the limit on the heavy
one is established by the singlet Higgs VEV, whose value is presently constrained by
LEP and may shortly be extracted by experiments following the discovery of the Z′
B−L
boson.
We have then investigated the triviality and vacuum stability conditions of the pure
B − L model with a particular view to deﬁne the phenomenologically viable regions of
the parameter space of the scalar sector, by computing the complete set of RGEs (gauge,
scalar and fermion) at the one-loop level in presence of all available experimental con-
straints. The RGE dependence on the Higgs masses and couplings (including mixings)
has been studied in detail for selected heavy neutrino masses and couplings as well as
discrete choices of the singlet Higgs VEV.
Altogether, we have found that there exist conﬁgurations of the model for which
its validity is guaranteed up to energy scales well beyond those reachable at the LHC
while at the same time enabling the CERN hadron collider to probe its scalar sector in95
Higgs mass and coupling regions completely diﬀerent from those accessible to the SM.
Furthermore, we have shown that investigations of the Higgs sector of this extended
scenario may also lead to constraints on other areas, such as the (heavy) neutrino and
Z′ sectors (the latter indirectly, through the VEV of the singlet Higgs state directly
intervening in the scalar RGEs).
Finally, we have investigated the production and decay phenomenology of both Higgs
states of the minimal B − L model at the LHC, at both the foreseen energy stages of
the LHC (i.e.,
√
s = 7 and 14 TeV) and with the corresponding integrated luminosities.
While virtually all relevant production and decay processes of the two Higgs states of
the model have been investigated, we have eventually paid particular attention to those
that are peculiar to the described B − L scenario. The phenomenological analysis has
been carried out in the presence of all available theoretical and experimental constraints
and by exploiting numerical programs at the parton level. While many Higgs signatures
already existing in the SM could be replicated in the case of its B −L version, in either
of the two Higgs states of the latter (depending on their mixing), it is more important
to notice that several novel Higgs processes could act as hallmarks of the minimal B−L
model. These include Higgs production via gluon-gluon fusion, of either the light or
heavy Higgs state, the former produced at the lower energy stage of the CERN collider
and decaying in two heavy neutrinos, and the latter produced at the higher energy stage
of such a machine and decaying not only in heavy neutrino pairs but also in Z′ boson
pairs (and eventually in light Higgs boson pairs). For each of these signatures we have
in fact found parameter space regions where the event rates are sizable and potentially
amenable to discovery.
While, clearly, detailed signal-to-background analyses will have to either conﬁrm or
disprove the possibility of the latter, our results have laid the basis for the phenomeno-
logical exploitation of the Higgs sector of the minimal B − L model at the LHC.Chapter 6
Discussion
This Thesis studies the phenomenology of a minimal extension of the SM, namely, the
B − L model. This well-motivated framework naturally implements the see-saw mech-
anism for neutrino mass generation, being the RH neutrinos required for anomaly can-
cellation. It also explains the accidental and non-anomalous U(1)B−L global symmetry
in the SM, being this, here, the remnant after spontaneous symmetry breaking of its
local counterpart. It ﬁnally introduces scope in the Higgs boson sector, that lacks any
experimental observation.
We think that the goal of a proﬁcient interaction with experimentalists has been
achieved. A joint eﬀort has been fundamental in the studies concerning the signatures
of the model and the strategy for their observation. Also, some of the gaps in the
preparation towards real data have been ﬁlled in this work. The model under discussion
has been studied in many of its aspects, identifying novel and exciting signatures.
The phenomenology of the new particles of the model has been analysed, possibly,
in the most comprehensive way. The peculiarities with respect to the SM, and to some
of its extensions, have been described and highlighted, focusing on the most interesting
signatures one may observe.
In the attempt of a complete study of the model, our work has deﬁned the allowed
regions of its parameter space and presented a detailed study of some of its signatures,
in the gauge, fermion and scalar sectors, at the LHC, waiting for the data to conﬁrm or
disprove this TeV scale realisation of the minimal B − L model.
6.1 Summary of the results
We summarise here the most important results we achieved in this Thesis. For a more de-
tailed description, see the partial conclusions for each chapter, in section 3.3, section 4.3,
and section 5.3, for the gauge, fermion, and scalar sector, respectively.
The non-observation of any Z′ boson nor of Higgs boson at past and recent colliders
results in lower bounds on the parameter space of the model. We have presented the most
up-to-date constraints for the former at Tevatron in section 3.1.1.1. Complementary to
it, theoretical arguments can mainly give upper bounds on the free parameters. The
topics we studied in this Thesis are the unitarity bound of the scalar sector (that we
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summarised in section 5.1.2.1) and the constraints coming from the analysis of the
RGEs of the model at one loop (that we calculated and collected in appendix B). The
requirement that the evolution of the parameters does not hit any Landau pole, up to
a speciﬁc cut-oﬀ scale, is the so-called triviality bound, that we studied for the gauge
couplings in section 3.1.2, and for the scalar parameters in section 5.1.2.2. In the latter,
this analysis has been combined with the study of the vacuum stability condition, leading
also to lower bounds on the Higgs boson masses. It is remarkable that there exist
conﬁgurations of the model for which its validity is guaranteed up to very high energy
scales, well beyond those reachable at the LHC, that are completely diﬀerent form the
SM ones. In particular, a h1 boson lighter than the SM limit of 114.4 GeV is allowed
for α > π/3 and a suitable choice of the other parameters.
We have then investigated the collider signatures of this model at the LHC, focusing
on the gauge and fermion sectors. In chapter 3 we have shown that the Z′
B−L boson
is dominantly coupled to leptons, whose total BR sums up to 75%. Also, it can decay
into heavy neutrino pairs, with a BR up to around 20%. We ﬁnally presented (in
section 3.2.2) the parton level discovery potential of the Z′
B−L boson at Tevatron and the
LHC in Drell-Yan processes. The LHC at
√
s = 7 TeV will be able to give similar results
to Tevatron, in the electron channel and in the low mass region, and is able to extend
its reach for heavier Z′ boson, up to masses of 1.25(1.20) TeV for electrons(muons).
When the data from the high energy runs at the LHC become available, the discovery
reach of the Z′
B−L boson will be extended towards very high masses and small couplings
in regions of parameter space well beyond the reach of Tevatron. We also have shown
that greater sensitivity to the Z′
B−L resonance is provided by the electron channel, that
at the LHC has better energy resolution than the muon channel. This in turn could
enable the estimate of the gauge boson width. Finally, we have commented that the
inclusion of further background, as well as a realistic detector simulation, will not have
a considerable impact on the results that we have presented.
The phenomenology of heavy neutrinos has been presented in chapter 4. Due to the
see-saw mechanism, that allows for a tiny LH component, the main decay modes for the
heavy neutrinos (i.e., the decay into SM gauge bosons) have very small partial widths.
Hence, in a large portion of the parameter space, the heavy neutrino is a long-lived
particle, with a proper lifetime that can be comparable to (or exceed) the b quark’s
one (for example, they are equal for mνh = 200 GeV and mνl = 10−2 eV). We have
emphasised that an independent measurement of the heavy neutrino lifetime (through
the displacement of its decay vertex) and its mass may lead to infer the absolute mass
of the SM-like neutrinos. Therefore, we have proposed a way to measure the heavy
neutrino mass. We have described that heavy neutrino pairs, produced by the Z′ boson,
give rise to multi-lepton decays of the latter and we have identiﬁed the tri-lepton one
as the most interesting one for a detailed study. We have proposed cuts and a search
strategy, identifying the suitable distributions one should look at. A parton level study,
in section 4.2.3.1, has shown that simple cuts can eﬀectively reduce the backgrounds,99
that the peak corresponding to the heavy neutrino enables a rather precise measure of
its mass and that a striking signature for this model is the simultaneous presence of
peaks for the intermediate Z′ boson and for the heavy neutrinos. Finally, a full detector
simulation, in section 4.2.3.2, has validated the results of the parton level study in a
more realistic framework, showing that a discovery could be possible with less than 100
fb−1.
Finally, in chapter 5, we have laid the basis for the investigation of the Higgs sector.
The most appealing result is that multi-lepton decays of a Higgs boson, via heavy neu-
trino pairs, are at the same time rather peculiar and they might allow for the discovery
of the intermediate scalar in the early stage of the LHC.
We can reasonably conclude that the heavy neutrinos truly carry the hallmarks of
the B − L model at colliders.
6.2 Outlook on future work
In this Thesis, we have mentioned several topics that were left for future investigations,
primarily for time limitations. We further discuss here some of them as a possible
continuation of the work undertaken. Also, further developments and new studies are
addressed.
When discussing the phenomenology of the Z′ boson, in chapter 3, we have discussed
that the asymmetries of the decay products stemming from the Z′
B−L are trivial at the
peak. Hence, we have decided to not study them. However, as already pointed out,
asymmetries become important in the interference region, especially just before the
Z′ boson peak, where the Z − Z′ interference will eﬀectively provide an asymmetric
distribution somewhat milder than the case in which there is no Z′ boson. A ﬁrst
attempt to study them is in Ref. [92], though further improvements may be possible, for
example by studying the asymmetries of the heavy neutrinos, which, as we have shown,
have just axial couplings to the gauge boson.
Another important aspect that needs to be quantitatively addressed is the impact on
the model of the electroweak precision observables. Although the impact on the gauge
sector has been found to be negligible in the pure B − L model, at one loop (see, e.g.,
[51]), one is left with the scalar and fermion sectors. The former has been studied in
Ref. [2], though without considering heavy neutrinos, that, as we highlighted, might
contribute.
In chapter 4, we have highlighted that the tri-lepton signature via heavy neutrino
pairs is one of the most distinctive signatures of the pure B − L model at colliders.
We have successfully studied it with a full detector simulation, concluding that a rather
precise measurement of the heavy neutrino mass is a realistic task. It might be appealing
to improve the undertaken analysis: the implementation of the full light neutrino masses
and mixing angles, as well as considering the heavy neutrinos as not degenerate, would
be a further step, whose aim is to show the feasibility of extracting the mass of each
light neutrino in a realistic case. Further, the precision of the heavy neutrino mass100 6. DISCUSSION
measurement and the impact of fully decayed tau leptons ought to be quantitatively
addressed.
Likewise, in chapter 5, it has been pointed out that the neutrino pair production could
be important for the light Higgs boson discovery in the pure B −L model, in a range of
masses that happens to be critical in the SM, since here the SM Higgs boson passes from
decaying dominantly into b quark pairs to a region in masses in which the decay into W
boson pairs is the prevailing one. It is also important to note that the former signature
provides poor sensibility, being it many orders of magnitude below the natural QCD
background. Therefore, the decay into heavy neutrino pairs is phenomenologically very
important, especially at the LHC in its early stage (i.e., for
√
s = 7 TeV). Beside being
an interesting feature of the B − L model if mνh < MW, as it allows for multi-lepton
signatures of the light Higgs boson (some of them being much cleaner than the decay into
b quark pairs), these decays could provide the ﬁrst hints of a fundamental scalar particle.
The analysis of the tri-lepton signature for the Higgs boson is certainly a very interesting
task to pursue at the LHC at both foreseen CM energies. Furthermore, a full analysis of
the kinematic distribution of the decay products is also crucial for the identiﬁcation of
the spin of the intermediate resonance. Although in a very diﬀerent kinematic region,
the Z′ boson gives rise to the same decay products, hence the intermediate resonance
has to be distinguished, also for model discrimination purposes.
Finally, the embedding of the model in GUTs could be pursued. In this respect,
we note that the supersymmetric version of the pure B − L model has already been
considered: see, for example, [93; 94; 95; 96; 97; 98] and references therein. This
implementation combines the virtues of the pure B −L model (namely, the natural and
dynamic implementation of neutrino masses) with the elegant solution of the hierarchy
problem of the SM, as well as naturally providing a dark matter candidate, that are
typical for a supersymmetric framework. Because of the enlarged spectrum, it might
be interesting to apply the collider studies of this Thesis to the supersymmetric B − L
model, analysing the discovery potential at the LHC of the new particles and the new
signatures arising in this enlarged framework.Appendix A
Model implementation
In this appendix is presented the implementation of the pure B − L model into the
numerical tools that have been used. Also, the Feynman rules are collected in section A.3.
A.1 Implementation of the pure B − L model
Most of the numerical analysis of this Thesis 1 has been carried out using the calchep
package [41], an automated tool for tree level calculation of physical observables.
We implemented the pure B − L model, for which the covariant derivative given by
eq. (2.7) reads
D  ≡ ∂  + igSTαG α
  + igTaW a
  + ig1Y B  + ig′
1YB−LB′
  . (A.1)
For its straightforward implementation in calchep, we have used the lanhep module
[42]. This package, beside providing the suitable output for calchep, also derives the
Feynman rules of the model, that we collected in section A.3.
The availability of the model implementation into calchep in both the unitary
and t’Hooft-Feynman gauges allowed us to perform powerful cross-checks to test the
consistency of the model itself.
The implementation of the gauge sector is quite straightforward. Since there is no
mixing between the SM Z and the Z′
B−L bosons, one just needs to deﬁne a new heavy
neutral gauge boson together with the simpliﬁed covariant derivative given by eq. (A.1),
and the charge assignments in table 2.1. For the scalar sector, the mixing between
mass and gauge eigenstates of the two Higgs bosons, as well as the reformulation of the
Lagrangian parameters in terms of the physical quantities, has been done accordingly
to eqs. (2.28)–(2.33).
Finally, regarding the fermion sector, the neutrinos ought to be carefully handled,
as explicitly described in the following subsection.
1A part from the full detector simulation of the tri-lepton signature (see section 4.2.3.2), the study
of the RGEs (see section 5.1.2.2), done with mathematica [43], and the study of the unitarity bound
(see section 5.1.2.1).
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A.1.1 Neutrino eigenstates
The implementation of the neutrino sector is somewhat more complicated. Majorana-
like Yukawa terms are present in eq. (2.10) for the RH neutrinos, therefore one must
implement this sector such that the gauge invariance of the model is explicitly preserved.
This can be done as follows. As a ﬁrst step we rewrite Dirac neutrino ﬁelds in terms of
Majorana ones using the following general substitution:
νD =
1 − γ5
2
νL +
1 + γ5
2
νR , (A.2)
where νD is a Dirac ﬁeld and νL(R) are its left(right) Majorana components. If we
perform the substitution of eq. (A.2) in the neutrino sector of the SM, we will have
an equivalent theory formulated in terms of Majorana neutrinos consistent with all
experimental constraints.
The derivation of the mass eigenstates is the next step, and it has been explained in
detail in section 2.2.3.
The last subtle point is the way the Lagrangian has to be written to meet the
requirements of lanhep. In particular, this regards the Majorana-like Yukawa terms
for the RH neutrinos [the last term in eq. (2.10)]. In order to explicitly preserve gauge
invariance, this term has to be written, in two-component notation, as:
−yMνc1 + γ5
2
νχ + h.c., (A.3)
where ν is the Dirac ﬁeld of eq. (A.2), whose Majorana components νL,R mix as in
eq. (2.37).
Altogether, this implementation is an explicit gauge-invariant formulation of the
neutrino sector suitable for the lanhep tool. The speciﬁc interactions pertaining to the
heavy neutrinos are collected in the following subsection.
A.1.2 Feynman rules involving heavy neutrinos
Given their importance, and to help the reader, we list here the Feynman rules involving
the heavy neutrinos in the pure B −L model. The intervening quantities are deﬁned in
the main text.
νh ℓ
W
√
2e
4sinϑW
sinαν
νh
νl
Z
−
e
4sinϑW cosϑW
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1
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2mνlmνh
v
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yν v √
2  
4(yν v √
2)2 + m2
νh
, cos2αν =
mνh  
4(yν v √
2)2 + m2
νh
.
A.2 One-loop vertices
For the correct analysis of the scalar sector of chapter 5, one-loop vertices need to be
considered. They couple the Higgs ﬁelds to massless particles, such as photon and gluon,
for which no tree level interaction exists. In fact, such couplings are mediated by a loop of
either (heavy) quarks or massive gauge bosons (or both). Despite the mass suppression,
due to the integration of the particle in the loop, these interactions can still be sizable.
In particular, the coupling to the gluons is responsible for the most eﬀective production
mechanism for the Higgs boson at the LHC, the so-called gluon-gluon fusion.
A detailed description of the implementation is as follows.
• The one-loop vertices g−g−h1(h2), γ −γ −h1(h2) and γ −Z(Z′)−h1(h2) via W
gauge bosons and heavy quarks (top, bottom, and charm) have been implemented,
adapting the formulas in Ref [99].
• Running masses for top, bottom, and charm quarks have been considered, evalu-
ated at the Higgs boson mass: Q = mh1(mh2) (depending on which scalar boson
is involved in the interaction).
• Running of the QCD coupling constant has been included, at two loops with 5
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Finally, the NLO QCD k-factor for the gluon-gluon fusion process [100; 101; 102] 1 has
been used. Regarding the other processes, we decided to not implement their k-factors
since they are much smaller in comparison.
It shall be noticed that the implementation of the formulas for the running quark
masses and for the running QCD coupling constant, as well as the k-factor for the gluon-
gluon fusion, have been done for the consistency of the NLO evaluation and to get in
agreement with the cross sections in the literature (see, e.g., Ref. [102]).
In the following subsection we list the complete set of tree level Feynman rules
for the pure B − L model, as given by lanhep. Where possible, the couplings have
been expanded upon the mass eigenstate basis. The one-loop vertices are not included.
We remand the reader to the formulas in Ref. [99] for the SM, of which ours are a
straightforward extension.
Concerning the notation we use, the following applies.
• A is the photon, G is the gluon.
• VF is the Goldstone ﬁeld of the vector V .
• CV is the ghost ﬁeld related to the vector V , and ¯ CV is the corresponding conju-
gated ﬁeld.
• pn is the four-momentum of the nth vector ﬁeld (as it appears in the left column).
• sW = sinW is the sine of the EW angle (and cW the cosine).
• sα = sinα is the sine of the scalar mixing angle α (and cα the cosine).
• sαν = sinαν is the sine of the neutrino mixing angle αν (and cαν the cosine).
1Notice that in Ref. [101] (Ref. [102]), mt = 174(178) GeV, while we used mt = 172.5 GeV as top
quark pole mass value.105
A.3 Feynman rules for the pure B − L model
Fields in the vertex Variational derivative of Lagrangian by ﬁelds
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Fields in the vertex Variational derivative of Lagrangian by ﬁelds
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2 Vcd
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ dap cbq W−
F
1
4
i e Mc 
√
2 Vcd
MW sw   (1 + γ5)abδpq
¯ dap dbq A 
1
3eδpqγ
 
ac   δcb
¯ dap dbq G r gs   γ
 
abλr
pq
¯ dap dbq Z  − 1
12
e
cw swδpqγ
 
ac
 
2sw
2   (1 + γ5)cb − (3 − 2sw
2)   (1 − γ5)cb
 
¯ dap dbq Z′
  −1
3g′
1δpqγ
 
ac   δcb
¯ dap tbq W−
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vtd
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ dap tbq W−
F
1
4
i e Mt 
√
2 Vtd
MW sw   (1 + γ5)abδpq
¯ dap ubq W−
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vud
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ ea eb A  eγ
 
ac   δcb
¯ ea eb h1 −1
2
cα e Me
MW sw   δab
¯ ea eb h2 −1
2
e Me sα
MW sw   δab
¯ ea eb Z 
1
4
e
cw swγ
 
ac
 
(1 − 2sw
2)   (1 − γ5)cb − 2sw
2   (1 + γ5)cb
 
¯ ea eb ZF −1
2
i e Me
MW sw   γ5
ab
¯ ea eb Z′
  g′
1γ
 
ac   δcb
¯ ea ν1b W−
  −1
4
cαν e 
√
2
sw   (1 − γ5)cbγ
 
ac
¯ ea ν1b W−
F −1
4
i
MWsw
 
cανeMe
√
2(1 − γ5)ab − 2swsανMWyD
n1(1 + γ5)ab
 
¯ ea νh1b W−
 
1
4
e sαν 
√
2
sw   (1 − γ5)cbγ
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Fields in the vertex Variational derivative of Lagrangian by ﬁelds
¯ ea νh1b W−
F
1
4
i
MWsw
 
sανeMe
√
2(1 − γ5)ab + 2swcανMWyD
n1(1 + γ5)ab
 
G p Gνq Gρr gsfpqr
 
pν
3g ρ − p
 
3gνρ + p
ρ
1g ν − pν
1g ρ − p
ρ
2g ν + p
 
2gνρ 
¯ CG
p CG
q G r gs   p
 
2fpqr
h1 h1 h1 −3
2
1
e v2 x
 
2cα
2swcαMh2
2MWx − 2cα
2swc2αcαMh2
2MWx
+2cα
2swcαMh1
2MWx + 2cα
2swc2αcαMh1
2MWx
−sα
3eMh1
2v2 + sα
3c2αeMh1
2v2 − sα
3eMh2
2v2 − sα
3c2αeMh2
2v2
−cα
2sαeMh2
2s2αvx + 2swsα
2cαMh2
2MWs2αv
+cα
2sαeMh1
2s2αvx − 2swsα
2cαMh1
2MWs2αv
 
h1 h1 h2 −1
2
1
e v2 x
 
6cα
2swsαMh2
2MWx − 6cα
2swsαc2αMh2
2MWx
+6cα
2swsαMh1
2MWx + 6cα
2swsαc2αMh1
2MWx
+3sα
2cαeMh1
2v2 − 3sα
2c2αcαeMh1
2v2 + 3sα
2cαeMh2
2v2
+3sα
2c2αcαeMh2
2v2 + (1 − 3sα
2)cαeMh2
2s2αvx
−2(2 − 3sα
2)swsαMh2
2MWs2αv − (1 − 3sα
2)cαeMh1
2s2αvx
+2(2 − 3sα
2)swsαMh1
2MWs2αv
 
h1 h2 h2 −1
2
1
e v2 x
 
6swsα
2cαMh2
2MWx − 6swsα
2c2αcαMh2
2MWx
+6swsα
2cαMh1
2MWx + 6swsα
2c2αcαMh1
2MWx
−3cα
2sαeMh1
2v2 + 3cα
2sαc2αeMh1
2v2 − 3cα
2sαeMh2
2v2
−3cα
2sαc2αeMh2
2v2 + (2 − 3sα
2)sαeMh2
2s2αvx
+2(1 − 3sα
2)swcαMh2
2MWs2αv − (2 − 3sα
2)sαeMh1
2s2αvx
−2(1 − 3sα
2)swcαMh1
2MWs2αv
 
h1 W+
  W−
ν
cα e MW
sw   g ν
h1 W+
  W−
F
1
2
i cα e
sw
 
p
 
3 − p
 
1
 
h1 W+
F W−
  −1
2
i cα e
sw
 
p
 
1 − p
 
2
 
h1 W+
F W−
F −1
2
1
e v2
 
2swcαMh2
2MW − 2swc2αcαMh2
2MW + 2swcαMh1
2MW
+2swc2αcαMh1
2MW − sαeMh2
2s2αv + sαeMh1
2s2αv
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h1 Z  Zν
cα e MW
cw2 sw g ν
h1 Z  ZF
1
2
i cα e
cw sw
 
p
 
3 − p
 
1
 
h1 ZF ZF −1
2
1
e v2
 
2swcαMh2
2MW − 2swc2αcαMh2
2MW + 2swcαMh1
2MW
+2swc2αcαMh1
2MW − sαeMh2
2s2αv + sαeMh1
2s2αv
 
h1 Z′
  Z′
ν −8sα   g′
1
2   x   g ν
h1 Z′
  Z′
F −2i   sα   g′
1
 
p
 
1 − p
 
3
 
h1 Z′
F Z′
F
1
2
1
e v x
 
sαeMh1
2v − sαc2αeMh1
2v + sαeMh2
2v
+sαc2αeMh2
2v − 2swcαMh2
2MWs2α + 2swcαMh1
2MWs2α
 
h2 h2 h2 −3
2
1
e v2 x
 
2swsα
3Mh2
2MWx − 2swsα
3c2αMh2
2MWx
+2swsα
3Mh1
2MWx + 2swsα
3c2αMh1
2MWx + cα
2cαeMh1
2v2
−cα
2c2αcαeMh1
2v2 + cα
2cαeMh2
2v2 + cα
2c2αcαeMh2
2v2
+sα
2cαeMh2
2s2αvx + 2cα
2swsαMh2
2MWs2αv
−sα
2cαeMh1
2s2αvx − 2cα
2swsαMh1
2MWs2αv
 
h2 W+
  W−
ν
e MW sα
sw   g ν
h2 W+
  W−
F
1
2
i e sα
sw
 
p
 
3 − p
 
1
 
h2 W+
F W−
  −1
2
i e sα
sw
 
p
 
1 − p
 
2
 
h2 W+
F W−
F −1
2
1
e v2
 
2swsαMh2
2MW − 2swsαc2αMh2
2MW + 2swsαMh1
2MW
+2swsαc2αMh1
2MW + cαeMh2
2s2αv − cαeMh1
2s2αv
 
h2 Z  Zν
e MW sα
cw2 sw g ν
h2 Z  ZF
1
2
i e sα
cw sw
 
p
 
3 − p
 
1
 
h2 ZF ZF −1
2
1
e v2
 
2swsαMh2
2MW − 2swsαc2αMh2
2MW + 2swsαMh1
2MW
+2swsαc2αMh1
2MW + cαeMh2
2s2αv − cαeMh1
2s2αv
 
h2 Z′
  Z′
ν 8cα   g′
1
2   x   g ν
h2 Z′
  Z′
F 2i   cα   g′
1
 
p
 
1 − p
 
3
 
h2 Z′
F Z′
F −1
2
1
e v x
 
cαeMh1
2v − c2αcαeMh1
2v + cαeMh2
2v109
Fields in the vertex Variational derivative of Lagrangian by ﬁelds
+c2αcαeMh2
2v + 2swsαMh2
2MWs2α − 2swsαMh1
2MWs2α
 
¯ τa τb A  eγ
 
ac   δcb
¯ τa τb h1 −1
2
cα e Mτ
MW sw   δab
¯ τa τb h2 −1
2
e Mτ sα
MW sw   δab
¯ τa τb Z 
1
4
e
cw swγ
 
ac
 
(1 − 2sw
2)   (1 − γ5)cb − 2sw
2   (1 + γ5)cb
 
¯ τa τb ZF −1
2
i e Mτ
MW sw   γ5
ab
¯ τa τb Z′
  g′
1γ
 
ac   δcb
¯ τa ν3b W−
  −1
4
cαν e 
√
2
sw   (1 − γ5)cbγ
 
ac
¯ τa ν3b W−
F −1
4
i
MWsw
 
cανeMτ
√
2(1 − γ5)ab − 2swsανMWyD
n3(1 + γ5)ab
 
¯ τa νh3b W−
 
1
4
e sαν 
√
2
sw   (1 − γ5)cbγ
 
ac
¯ τa νh3b W−
F
1
4
i
MWsw
 
sανeMτ
√
2(1 − γ5)ab + 2swcανMWyD
n3(1 + γ5)ab
 
¯  a  b A  eγ
 
ac   δcb
¯  a  b h1 −1
2
cα e M 
MW sw   δab
¯  a  b h2 −1
2
e M  sα
MW sw   δab
¯  a  b Z 
1
4
e
cw swγ
 
ac
 
(1 − 2sw
2)   (1 − γ5)cb − 2sw
2   (1 + γ5)cb
 
¯  a  b ZF −1
2
i e M 
MW sw   γ5
ab
¯  a  b Z′
  g′
1γ
 
ac   δcb
¯  a ν2b W−
  −1
4
cαν e 
√
2
sw   (1 − γ5)cbγ
 
ac
¯  a ν2b W−
F −1
4
i
MWsw
 
cανeM 
√
2(1 − γ5)ab − 2swsανMWyD
n2(1 + γ5)ab
 
¯  a νh2b W−
 
1
4
e sαν 
√
2
sw   (1 − γ5)cbγ
 
ac
¯  a νh2b W−
F
1
4
i
MWsw
 
sανeM 
√
2(1 − γ5)ab + 2swcανMWyD
n2(1 + γ5)ab
 
¯ sap cbq W−
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vcs
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ sap cbq W−
F −1
4
i e 
√
2 Vcs
MW sw δpq
 
Ms   (1 − γ5)ab − Mc   (1 + γ5)ab
 
¯ sap sbq A 
1
3eδpqγ
 
ac   δcb
¯ sap sbq G r gs   γ
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Fields in the vertex Variational derivative of Lagrangian by ﬁelds
¯ sap sbq h1 −1
2
cα e Ms
MW sw δpq   δab
¯ sap sbq h2 −1
2
e Ms sα
MW sw δpq   δab
¯ sap sbq Z  − 1
12
e
cw swδpqγ
 
ac
 
2sw
2   (1 + γ5)cb − (3 − 2sw
2)   (1 − γ5)cb
 
¯ sap sbq ZF −1
2
i e Ms
MW swδpq   γ5
ab
¯ sap sbq Z′
  −1
3g′
1δpqγ
 
ac   δcb
¯ sap tbq W−
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vts
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ sap tbq W−
F −1
4
i e 
√
2 Vts
MW sw δpq
 
Ms   (1 − γ5)ab − Mt   (1 + γ5)ab
 
¯ sap ubq W−
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vus
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ sap ubq W−
F −1
4
i e Ms 
√
2 Vus
MW sw   (1 − γ5)abδpq
¯ tap bbq W+
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vtb
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ tap bbq W+
F
1
4
i e 
√
2 Vtb
MW sw δpq
 
Mb   (1 + γ5)ab − Mt   (1 − γ5)ab
 
¯ tap dbq W+
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vtd
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ tap dbq W+
F −1
4
i e Mt 
√
2 Vtd
MW sw   (1 − γ5)abδpq
¯ tap sbq W+
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vts
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ tap sbq W+
F
1
4
i e 
√
2 Vts
MW sw δpq
 
Ms   (1 + γ5)ab − Mt   (1 − γ5)ab
 
¯ tap tbq A  −2
3eδpqγ
 
ac   δcb
¯ tap tbq G r gs   γ
 
abλr
pq
¯ tap tbq h1 −1
2
cα e Mt
MW swδpq   δab
¯ tap tbq h2 −1
2
e Mt sα
MW swδpq   δab
¯ tap tbq Z  − 1
12
e
cw swδpqγ
 
ac
 
(3 − 4sw
2)   (1 − γ5)cb − 4sw
2   (1 + γ5)cb
 
¯ tap tbq ZF
1
2
i e Mt
MW swδpq   γ5
ab
¯ tap tbq Z′
  −1
3g′
1δpqγ
 
ac   δcb
¯ uap bbq W+
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vub
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ uap bbq W+
F
1
4
i e Mb 
√
2 Vub
MW sw   (1 + γ5)abδpq
¯ uap dbq W+
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vud
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
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Fields in the vertex Variational derivative of Lagrangian by ﬁelds
¯ uap sbq W+
  −1
4
e 
√
2 Vus
sw   (1 − γ5)cbδpqγ
 
ac
¯ uap sbq W+
F
1
4
i e Ms 
√
2 Vus
MW sw   (1 + γ5)abδpq
¯ uap ubq A  −2
3eδpqγ
 
ac   δcb
¯ uap ubq G r gs   γ
 
abλr
pq
¯ uap ubq Z  − 1
12
e
cw swδpqγ
 
ac
 
(3 − 4sw
2)   (1 − γ5)cb − 4sw
2   (1 + γ5)cb
 
¯ uap ubq Z′
  −1
3g′
1δpqγ
 
ac   δcb
W+
  W−
ν Zρ −cw e
sw
 
pν
1g ρ − p
ρ
1g ν − p
 
2gνρ + p
ρ
2g ν + p
 
3gνρ − pν
3g ρ 
W+
  W−
F Zν −i e MW sw
cw   g ν
W+
  W−
F ZF −1
2
e
sw
 
p
 
2 − p
 
3
 
¯ CW+ CZ W−
  e   p
 
1
¯ CW+ CZ W−
F −i   e   MW
¯ CW+ CW− A  −e   p
 
1
¯ CW+ CW− h1 −1
2
cα e MW
sw
¯ CW+ CW− h2 −1
2
e MW sα
sw
¯ CW+ CW− Z  −cw e
sw   p
 
1
¯ CW+ CW− ZF
1
2
i e MW
sw
¯ CW+ CZ W−
 
cw e
sw   p
 
1
¯ CW+ CZ W−
F −1
2
i (1−2sw
2) e MW
cw sw
W+
F W−
  Zν
i e MW sw
cw   g ν
W+
F W−
  ZF −1
2
e
sw
 
p
 
3 − p
 
1
 
W+
F W−
F Z 
1
2
(1−2sw
2) e
cw sw
 
p
 
2 − p
 
1
 
¯ CW− CZ W+
  −e   p
 
1
¯ CW− CZ W+
F i   e   MW
¯ CW− CW+ A  e   p
 
1
¯ CW− CW+ h1 −1
2
cα e MW
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Fields in the vertex Variational derivative of Lagrangian by ﬁelds
¯ CW− CW+ h2 −1
2
e MW sα
sw
¯ CW− CW+ Z 
cw e
sw   p
 
1
¯ CW− CW+ ZF −1
2
i e MW
sw
¯ CW− CZ W+
  −cw e
sw   p
 
1
¯ CW− CZ W+
F
1
2
i (1−2sw
2) e MW
cw sw
¯ CZ CW+ W−
  −cw e
sw   p
 
1
¯ CZ CW+ W−
F
1
2
i e MW
cw sw
¯ CZ CW− W+
 
cw e
sw   p
 
1
¯ CZ CW− W+
F −1
2
i e MW
cw sw
¯ CZ CZ h1 −1
2
cα e MW
cw2 sw
¯ CZ CZ h2 −1
2
e MW sα
cw2 sw
¯ CZ′
CZ′
h1 2MZ′
B−L   sα   g′
1
¯ CZ′
CZ′
h2 −2cα   MZ′
B−L   g′
1
ec
a ν1b W+
 
1
4
cανe 
√
2
sw (1 + γ5)cbγ
 
ac
ec
a ν1b W+
F
1
4
i
MWsw
 
cανeMe
√
2(1 + γ5)ab − 2swsανMWyD
n1(1 − γ5)ab
 
ec
a νh1b W+
  −1
4
esαν 
√
2
sw (1 + γ5)cbγ
 
ac
ec
a νh1b W+
F −1
4
i
MWsw
 
sανeMe
√
2(1 + γ5)ab + 2swcανMWyD
n1(1 − γ5)ab
 
τc
a ν3b W+
 
1
4
cανe 
√
2
sw (1 + γ5)cbγ
 
ac
τc
a ν3b W+
F
1
4
i
MWsw
 
cανeMτ
√
2(1 + γ5)ab − 2swsανMWyD
n3(1 − γ5)ab
 
τc
a νh3b W+
  −1
4
esαν 
√
2
sw (1 + γ5)cbγ
 
ac
τc
a νh3b W+
F −1
4
i
MWsw
 
sανeMτ
√
2(1 + γ5)ab + 2swcανMWyD
n3(1 − γ5)ab
 
 c
a ν2b W+
 
1
4
cανe 
√
2
sw (1 + γ5)cbγ
 
ac
 c
a ν2b W+
F
1
4
i
MWsw
 
cανeM 
√
2(1 + γ5)ab − 2swsανMWyD
n2(1 − γ5)ab
 
 c
a νh2b W+
  −1
4
esαν 
√
2
sw (1 + γ5)cbγ
 
ac
 c
a νh2b W+
F −1
4
i
MWsw
 
sανeM 
√
2(1 + γ5)ab + 2swcανMWyD
n2(1 − γ5)ab
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ν1a ν1b h1 −
sαν
x
 
cα   cαν  
√
2   x   yD
n1   δab − sα   sαν   mνh   δab
 
ν1a ν1b h2 −
sαν
x
 
sα   cαν  
√
2   x   yD
n1   δab + sαν   cα   mνh   δab
 
ν1a ν1b Z 
1
2
cαν
2 e
cw sw γ
 
acγ5
cb
ν1a ν1b ZF i   cαν   sαν  
√
2   yD
n1   γ5
ab
ν1a ν1b Z′
  −g′
1γ
 
acγ5
cb
 
cαν
2 − sαν
2 
ν1a ν1b Z′
F −
i mνh sαν
2
x   γ5
ab
ν1a νh1b h1
1
2
1
x
 
sαν
2cα
√
2xyD
n1δab − cαcαν
2√
2xyD
n1δab + 2sαsανcανmνhδab
 
ν1a νh1b h2
1
2
1
x
 
sαsαν
2√
2xyD
n1δab − sαcαν
2√
2xyD
n1δab − 2sανcαcανmνhδab
 
ν1a νh1b Z  −1
2
cαν e sαν
cw sw γ
 
ac   γ5
cb
ν1a νh1b ZF −1
2i  
√
2   yD
n1
 
sαν
2   γ5
ab − cαν
2   γ5
ab
 
ν1a νh1b Z′
  2cαν   sαν   g′
1γ
 
ac   γ5
cb
ν1a νh1b Z′
F −
i cαν mνh sαν
x   γ5
ab
ν2a ν2b h1 −
sαν
x
 
cα   cαν  
√
2   x   yD
n2   δab − sα   sαν   mνh   δab
 
ν2a ν2b h2 −
sαν
x
 
sα   cαν  
√
2   x   yD
n2   δab + sαν   cα   mνh   δab
 
ν2a ν2b Z 
1
2
cαν
2 e
cw sw γ
 
acγ5
cb
ν2a ν2b ZF i   cαν   sαν  
√
2   yD
n2   γ5
ab
ν2a ν2b Z′
  −g′
1γ
 
acγ5
cb
 
cαν
2 − sαν
2 
ν2a ν2b Z′
F −
i mνh sαν
2
x   γ5
ab
ν2a νh2b h1
1
2
1
x
 
sαν
2cα
√
2xyD
n2δab − cαcαν
2√
2xyD
n2δab + 2sαsανcανmνhδab
 
ν2a νh2b h2
1
2
1
x
 
sαsαν
2√
2xyD
n2δab − sαcαν
2√
2xyD
n2δab − 2sανcαcανmνhδab
 
ν2a νh2b Z  −1
2
cαν e sαν
cw sw γ
 
ac   γ5
cb
ν2a νh2b ZF −1
2i  
√
2   yD
n2
 
sαν
2   γ5
ab − cαν
2   γ5
ab
 
ν2a νh2b Z′
  2cαν   sαν   g′
1γ
 
ac   γ5
cb
ν2a νh2b Z′
F −
i cαν mνh sαν
x   γ5
ab
ν3a ν3b h1 −
sαν
x
 
cα   cαν  
√
2   x   yD
n3   δab − sα   sαν   mνh   δab
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ν3a ν3b h2 −
sαν
x
 
sα   cαν  
√
2   x   yD
n3   δab + sαν   cα   mνh   δab
 
ν3a ν3b Z 
1
2
cαν
2 e
cw sw γ
 
acγ5
cb
ν3a ν3b ZF i   cαν   sαν  
√
2   yD
n3   γ5
ab
ν3a ν3b Z′
  −g′
1γ
 
acγ5
cb
 
cαν
2 − sαν
2 
ν3a ν3b Z′
F −
i mνh sαν
2
x   γ5
ab
ν3a νh3b h1
1
2
1
x
 
sαν
2cα
√
2xyD
n3δab − cαcαν
2√
2xyD
n3δab + 2sαsανcανmνhδab
 
ν3a νh3b h2
1
2
1
x
 
sαsαν
2√
2xyD
n3δab − sαcαν
2√
2xyD
n3δab − 2sανcαcανmνhδab
 
ν3a νh3b Z  −1
2
cαν e sαν
cw sw γ
 
ac   γ5
cb
ν3a νh3b ZF −1
2i  
√
2   yD
n3
 
sαν
2   γ5
ab − cαν
2   γ5
ab
 
ν3a νh3b Z′
  2cαν   sαν   g′
1γ
 
ac   γ5
cb
ν3a νh3b Z′
F −
i cαν mνh sαν
x   γ5
ab
νh1a νh1b h1
cαν
x
 
sαν   cα  
√
2   x   yD
n1   δab + sα   cαν   mνh   δab
 
νh1a νh1b h2
cαν
x
 
sα   sαν  
√
2   x   yD
n1   δab − cα   cαν   mνh   δab
 
νh1a νh1b Z 
1
2
e sαν
2
cw sw γ
 
acγ5
cb
νh1a νh1b ZF −i   cαν   sαν  
√
2   yD
n1   γ5
ab
νh1a νh1b Z′
  −g′
1γ
 
acγ5
cb
 
sαν
2 − cαν
2 
νh1a νh1b Z′
F −
i cαν
2 mνh
x   γ5
ab
νh2a νh2b h1
cαν
x
 
sαν   cα  
√
2   x   yD
n2   δab + sα   cαν   mνh   δab
 
νh2a νh2b h2
cαν
x
 
sα   sαν  
√
2   x   yD
n2   δab − cα   cαν   mνh   δab
 
νh2a νh2b Z 
1
2
e sαν
2
cw sw γ
 
acγ5
cb
νh2a νh2b ZF −i   cαν   sαν  
√
2   yD
n2   γ5
ab
νh2a νh2b Z′
  −g′
1γ
 
acγ5
cb
 
sαν
2 − cαν
2 
νh2a νh2b Z′
F −
i cαν
2 mνh
x   γ5
ab
νh3a νh3b h1
cαν
x
 
sαν   cα  
√
2   x   yD
n3   δab + sα   cαν   mνh   δab
 
νh3a νh3b h2
cαν
x
 
sα   sαν  
√
2   x   yD
n3   δab − cα   cαν   mνh   δab
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νh3a νh3b Z 
1
2
e sαν
2
cw sw γ
 
acγ5
cb
νh3a νh3b ZF −i   cαν   sαν  
√
2   yD
n3   γ5
ab
νh3a νh3b Z′
  −g′
1γ
 
acγ5
cb
 
sαν
2 − cαν
2 
νh3a νh3b Z′
F −
i cαν
2 mνh
x   γ5
ab
A  Aν W+
ρ W−
σ −e2 
2g νgρσ − g ρgνσ − g σgνρ 
A  Aν W+
F W−
F 2e2   g ν
A  h1 W+
ν W−
F
1
2
i cα e2
sw   g ν
A  h1 W+
F W−
ν −1
2
i cα e2
sw   g ν
A  h2 W+
ν W−
F
1
2
i e2 sα
sw   g ν
A  h2 W+
F W−
ν −1
2
i e2 sα
sw   g ν
A  W+
ν W−
ρ Zσ −cw e2
sw
 
2g σgνρ − g νgρσ − g ρgνσ 
A  W+
ν W−
F ZF −1
2
e2
sw   g ν
A  W+
F W−
ν ZF −1
2
e2
sw   g ν
A  W+
F W−
F Zν
(1−2sw
2) e2
cw sw g ν
G p Gνq Gρr Gσs gs
2 
g ρgνσfpqtfrst − g σgνρfpqtfrst + g νgρσfprtfqst
−g σgνρfprtfqst + g νgρσfpstfqrt − g ρgνσfpstfqrt
 
h1 h1 h1 h1 −3
2
1
v2x2
 
cα
4 
Mh2
2 + Mh1
2 
x2 − cα
4c2α
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
x2
+sα
4 
Mh1
2 + Mh2
2 
v2 + sα
4c2α
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
v2
+2cα
2sα
2 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
s2αvx
 
h1 h1 h1 h2 −3
2
cαsα
v2x2
 
cα
2 
Mh2
2 + Mh1
2 
x2 − cα
2c2α
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
x2
−sα
2 
Mh2
2 + Mh1
2 
v2 − sα
2c2α
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
v2
−(1 − 2sα
2)Mh2
2s2αvx + (1 − 2sα
2)Mh1
2s2αvx
 
h1 h1 h2 h2 −1
2
1
v2x2
 
3cα
2sα
2 
Mh2
2 + Mh1
2 
x2
−3cα
2sα
2c2α
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
x2 + 3cα
2sα
2 
Mh2
2 + Mh1
2 
v2
+3cα
2sα
2c2α
 
Mh2
2 + Mh1
2 
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+(1 − 6cα
2sα
2)Mh2
2s2αvx − (1 − 6cα
2   sα
2)Mh1
2s2αvx
 
h1 h1 W+
  W−
ν
1
2
cα
2 e2
sw2   g ν
h1 h1 W+
F W−
F −1
2
1
v2 x
 
cα
2Mh2
2x − cα
2c2αMh2
2x + cα
2Mh1
2x
+cα
2c2αMh1
2x + sα
2Mh2
2s2αv − sα
2Mh1
2s2αv
 
h1 h1 Z  Zν
1
2
cα
2 e2
cw2 sw2g ν
h1 h1 ZF ZF −1
2
1
v2 x
 
cα
2Mh2
2x − cα
2c2αMh2
2x + cα
2Mh1
2x
+cα
2c2αMh1
2x + sα
2Mh2
2s2αv − sα
2Mh1
2s2αv
 
h1 h1 Z′
  Z′
ν 8sα
2   g′
1
2   g ν
h1 h1 Z′
F Z′
F −1
2
1
v x2
 
sα
2Mh1
2v − sα
2c2αMh1
2v + sα
2Mh2
2v
+sα
2c2αMh2
2v + cα
2Mh2
2s2αx − cα
2Mh1
2s2αx
 
h1 h2 h2 h2 −3
2
cα sα
v2 x2
 
sα
2 
Mh2
2 + Mh1
2 
x2 − sα
2c2α
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
x2
−cα
2Mh1
2v2 + cα
2c2αMh1
2v2 − cα
2Mh2
2v2 − cα
2c2αMh2
2v2
+(1 − 2sα
2)Mh2
2s2αvx − (1 − 2sα
2)Mh1
2s2αvx
 
h1 h2 W+
  W−
ν
1
2
cα e2 sα
sw2   g ν
h1 h2 W+
F W−
F −1
2
cα sα
v2 x
 
Mh2
2x − c2αMh2
2x + Mh1
2x + c2αMh1
2x
−Mh2
2s2αv + Mh1
2s2αv
 
h1 h2 Z  Zν
1
2
cα e2 sα
cw2 sw2g ν
h1 h2 ZF ZF −1
2
cα sα
v2 x
 
Mh2
2x − c2αMh2
2x + Mh1
2x + c2αMh1
2x
−Mh2
2s2αv + Mh1
2s2αv
 
h1 h2 Z′
  Z′
ν −8cα   sα   g′
1
2   g ν
h1 h2 Z′
F Z′
F
1
2
cα sα
v x2
 
Mh1
2v − c2αMh1
2v + Mh2
2v + c2αMh2
2v
−Mh2
2s2αx + Mh1
2s2αx
 
h1 W+
  W−
F Zν −1
2
i cα e2
cw   g ν
h1 W+
F W−
  Zν
1
2
i cα e2
cw   g ν
h2 h2 h2 h2 −3
2
1
v2 x2
 
sα
4 
Mh2
2 + Mh1
2 
x2 − sα
4c2α
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
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+cα
4 
Mh2
2 + Mh1
2 
v2 + cα
4c2α
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
v2
+2cα
2sα
2Mh2
2s2αvx − 2cα
2sα
2Mh1
2s2αvx
 
h2 h2 W+
  W−
ν
1
2
e2 sα
2
sw2   g ν
h2 h2 W+
F W−
F −1
2
1
v2 x
 
sα
2Mh2
2x − sα
2c2αMh2
2x + sα
2Mh1
2x
+sα
2c2αMh1
2x + cα
2Mh2
2s2αv − cα
2Mh1
2s2αv
 
h2 h2 Z  Zν
1
2
e2 sα
2
cw2 sw2g ν
h2 h2 ZF ZF −1
2
1
v2 x
 
sα
2Mh2
2x − sα
2c2αMh2
2x + sα
2Mh1
2x
+sα
2c2αMh1
2x + cα
2Mh2
2s2αv − cα
2Mh1
2s2αv
 
h2 h2 Z′
  Z′
ν 8cα
2   g′
1
2   g ν
h2 h2 Z′
F Z′
F −1
2
1
v x2
 
cα
2Mh1
2v − cα
2c2αMh1
2v + cα
2Mh2
2v
+cα
2c2αMh2
2v + sα
2Mh2
2s2αx − sα
2Mh1
2s2αx
 
h2 W+
  W−
F Zν −1
2
i e2 sα
cw   g ν
h2 W+
F W−
  Zν
1
2
i e2 sα
cw   g ν
W+
  W+
ν W−
ρ W−
σ
e2
sw2
 
2g νgρσ − g σgνρ − g ρgνσ 
W+
  W+
F W−
ν W−
F
1
2
e2
sw2   g ν
W+
  W−
ν Zρ Zσ −cw
2 e2
sw2
 
2g νgρσ − g ρgνσ − g σgνρ 
W+
  W−
ν ZF ZF
1
2
e2
sw2   g ν
W+
  W−
F Zν ZF
1
2
e2
cw   g ν
W+
F W+
F W−
F W−
F − 1
v2
 
Mh2
2 − c2αMh2
2 + Mh1
2 + c2αMh1
2 
W+
F W−
  Zν ZF
1
2
e2
cw   g ν
W+
F W−
F Z  Zν
1
2
(1−2sw
2)2 e2
cw2 sw2 g ν
W+
F W−
F ZF ZF −1
2
1
v2
 
Mh2
2 − c2αMh2
2 + Mh1
2 + c2αMh1
2 
W+
F W−
F Z′
F Z′
F −1
2
s2α
v x
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
Z  Zν ZF ZF
1
2
e2
cw2 sw2g ν
ZF ZF ZF ZF −3
2
1
v2
 
Mh2
2 − c2αMh2
2 + Mh1
2 + c2αMh1
2 
ZF ZF Z′
F Z′
F −1
2
s2α
v x
 
Mh2
2 − Mh1
2 
Z′
  Z′
ν Z′
F Z′
F 8g′
1
2   g ν
Z′
F Z′
F Z′
F Z′
F −3
2
1
x2
 
Mh1
2 − c2αMh1
2 + Mh2
2 + c2αMh2
2 Appendix B
Renormalisation group equations
In this appendix we present the complete set of one-loop RGEs for the minimal U(1)B−L
extension of the SM. For some parameters, the equations will be equal to those of the
SM, as no extra contribution arises at one loop.
B.1 Gauge RGEs
The RGEs for the SU(3)C and SU(2)L gauge couplings gS and g are [103]
d
dt
gS =
g3
S
16π2
 
−11 +
4
3
ng
 
=
g3
S
16π2 (−7) , (B.1)
d
dt
g =
g3
16π2
 
−
22
3
+
4
3
ng +
1
6
 
=
g3
16π2
 
−
19
6
 
, (B.2)
where ng = 3 is the number of generations.
Following standard techniques, we obtain for the Abelian couplings [30; 32]:
d
dt
g1 =
1
16π2
 
AY Y g3
1
 
, (B.3)
d
dt
g′
1 =
1
16π2
 
AXXg′3
1 + 2AXY g′2
1   g + AY Y g′
1  g2 
, (B.4)
d
dt
  g =
1
16π2
 
AY Y   g (  g2 + 2g2
1) + 2AXY g′
1(  g2 + g2
1) + AXXg′2
1   g
 
, (B.5)
with
Aab = Aba =
2
3
 
f
Qa
fQb
f +
1
3
 
s
Qa
sQb
s , (a,b = Y,X), (B.6)
where the ﬁrst sum is over the left-handed two-component fermions and the second one
is over the complex scalars. For the model we are discussing (Y is the SM weak hyper-
charge, X = B − L is the B − L number), the coeﬃcients of eq. (B.6) are, respectively,
AY Y = 41/6, AXX = 12, AY X = 16/3. (B.7)
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B.2 Fermion RGEs
From straightforward calculations we obtain:
d
dt
yt =
yt
16π2
 
9
2
y2
t − 8g2
S −
9
4
g2 −
17
12
g2
1 −
17
12
  g2 −
2
3
g
′2
1 −
5
3
  gg′
1
 
. (B.8)
For the right-handed neutrinos, it is not restrictive to consider the basis in which the
Majorana matrix of couplings is real, diagonal and positive: yM ≡ diag(yM
1 ,yM
2 ,yM
3 ).
Then we get [104; 105] 1
d
dt
yM
i =
yM
i
16π2
 
4(yM
i )2 + 2Tr
 
(yM)2 
− 6g
′2
1
 
, (i = 1...3). (B.9)
B.3 Scalar RGEs
A very straightforward way to ﬁnd the one-loop RGEs for the parameters of the scalar
potential is to compute the one-loop eﬀective potential and to impose its independence
from the renormalisation scale. To one-loop level, the scalar potential V reads
V = V (0) + ∆V (1) , (B.10)
where V (0) is the tree-level potential and ∆V (1) indicates the one-loop correction to it.
To compute the latter it is useful to rewrite the tree-level potential
V (0)(H,χ) = m2H†H +  2 | χ |2 +λ1(H†H)2 + λ2 | χ |4 +λ3H†H | χ |2 (B.11)
in terms of the real scalar ﬁelds
H =
1
√
2
 
φ1 + iφ2
φ3 + iφ4
 
, χ =
1
√
2
(φ5 + iφ6) . (B.12)
The only combinations of ﬁelds that are involved are φ2 = φ2
1 + φ2
2 + φ2
3 + φ2
4 and
η2 ≡ φ2
5 + φ2
6, so that eq. (B.11) becomes
V (0)(φ,η) =
1
2
m2φ2 +
1
2
 2η2 +
1
4
λ1φ4 +
1
4
λ2η4 +
1
4
λ3φ2η2 . (B.13)
The one-loop correction to the tree-level potential (B.13) is, in the Landau gauge,
∆V (1)(φ,η) =
1
64π2
 
i
(−1)2si(2si + 1)M4
i (φ2,η2)
 
ln
M2
i (φ2,η2)
 2 − ci
 
, (B.14)
where ci are constants that depend on the renormalisation scheme (for example, in the
MS scheme, it is ci = 3/2 for scalars and fermions, ci = 5/6 for vectors). Expand-
ing eq. (B.14) and keeping the contributions of the scalar ﬁelds (Higgs and Goldstone
1Notice the we get a diﬀerence of a factor 3 in the third term in the RHS of the last expression in
eq. (14) contained in Ref. [105]. The authors of Ref. [105] acknowledged the diﬀerence and will correct
their paper.121
bosons), of the top quark, of the gauge bosons, and of the RH neutrinos only, we obtain
∆V (1) =
1
64π2
 
3G2
1
 
ln
G1
 2 −
3
2
 
+ G2
2
 
ln
G2
 2 −
3
2
 
+ Tr
 
H2
 
ln
H
 2 −
3
2
  
−12T2
 
ln
T
 2 −
3
2
 
+ 6M2
W
 
ln
MW
 2 −
5
6
 
+ 3Tr
 
M2
G
 
ln
MG
 2 −
5
6
  
−2
3  
i=1
N2
i
 
ln
Ni
 2 −
3
2
  
,
where the ﬁeld-dependent squared masses are, in a self-explanatory notation,
G1(φ,η) = m2 + λ1φ2 +
λ3
2
η2 , (B.15)
G2(φ,η) =  2 + λ2η2 +
λ3
2
φ2 , (B.16)
H(φ,η) =
 
m2 + 3λ1φ2 + λ3
2 η2 λ3φη
λ3φη  2 + 3λ2η2 + λ3
2 φ2
 
, (B.17)
T(φ,η) =
1
2
(ytφ)2 , (B.18)
MW(φ,η) =
1
4
(gφ)2 , (B.19)
MG(φ,η) =
1
4



g 2
1 φ2 −gg1φ2 g1  gφ2
−gg1φ2 g2φ2 −g  gφ2
g1  gφ2 −g  gφ2   g2φ2 + 16η2g
′2
1


 , (B.20)
Ni(φ,η) =
1
2
(yM
i η)2 . (B.21)
As usual, we deﬁne the beta functions βi (i = 1...3) for the quartic couplings, the
gamma functions γm,  for the scalar masses and the scalar anomalous dimensions γφ,η
as follows (t = lnQ):
dλi
dt
= βi , (B.22)
dm2
dt
= γmm2 , (B.23)
d 2
dt
= γ  2 , (B.24)
dφ2
dt
= 2γφφ2 , (B.25)
dη2
dt
= 2γηη2 . (B.26)
Now we can extract the RGEs for the parameters of the scalar potential just by
requiring that the ﬁrst derivative of the eﬀective potential with respect to the scale t
vanishes,
d
dt
V (1) ≡
d
dt
(V (0) + ∆V (1)) ≡ 0, (B.27)122 B. RENORMALISATION GROUP EQUATIONS
keeping only the one-loop terms. Reorganising it in a more convenient way, we see that
eq. (B.27) implies the following equations:
m2φ2
2
 
γm + 2γφ −
1
16π2
 
12λ1 + 2
 2
m2λ3
  
= 0,
 2η2
2
 
γ  + 2γη −
1
16π2
 
8λ2 + 4
m2
 2 λ3
  
= 0,
φ4
4
 
β1 + 4λ1γφ −
1
16π2
 
24λ2
1 + λ2
3 − 6y4
t +
9
8
g4 +
3
8
g4
1 +
3
4
g2g2
1
+
3
4
g2  g2 +
3
4
g2
1  g2 +
3
8
  g4
  
= 0,
η4
4
 
β2 + 4λ2γη −
1
8π2
 
10λ2
2 + λ2
3 −
1
2
Tr
 
(yM)4 
+ 48g
′4
1
  
= 0,
φ2η2
4
 
β3 + 2λ3(γφ + γη) −
1
8π2
 
6λ1λ3 + 4λ2λ3 + 2λ2
3 + 6  g2g
′2
1
  
= 0.
Imposing that each term between square brackets vanishes, we can obtain the RGEs
for the parameters of the scalar potential after inserting the explicit expressions of the
scalar anomalous dimensions γφ and γη. The latter are easily computed and read [105;
106; 107]
γφ = −
1
16π2
 
3y2
t −
9
4
g2 −
3
4
g2
1 −
3
4
  g2
 
, (B.28)
γη = −
1
16π2
 
2Tr
 
(yM)2 
− 12g
′2
1
 
. (B.29)
Inserting eqs. (B.28) and (B.29) into the RGEs, we ﬁnally obtain the RGEs for the ﬁve
parameters in the scalar potential:
γm ≡
1
m2
dm2
dt
=
1
16π2
 
12λ1 + 6y2
t + 2
 2
m2λ3 −
9
2
g2 −
3
2
g2
1 −
3
2
  g2
 
, (B.30)
γ  ≡
1
 2
d 2
dt
=
1
16π2
 
8λ2 + 4Tr
 
(yM)2 
+ 4
m2
 2 λ3 − 24g
′2
1
 
, (B.31)
β1 ≡
dλ1
dt
=
1
16π2
 
24λ2
1 + λ2
3 − 6y4
t +
9
8
g4 +
3
8
g4
1 +
3
4
g2g2
1 +
3
4
g2  g2
+
3
4
g2
1  g2 +
3
8
  g4 + 12λ1y2
t − 9λ1g2 − 3λ1g2
1 − 3λ1  g2
 
, (B.32)
β2 ≡
dλ2
dt
=
1
8π2
 
10λ2
2 + λ2
3 −
1
2
Tr
 
(yM)4 
+ 48g
′4
1 + 4λ2Tr
 
(yM)2 
−24λ2g
′2
1
 
, (B.33)
β3 ≡
dλ3
dt
=
λ3
8π2
 
6λ1 + 4λ2 + 2λ3 + 3y2
t −
9
4
g2 −
3
4
g2
1 −
3
4
  g2
+2Tr
 
(yM)2 
− 12g
′2
1 + 6
  g2g
′2
1
λ3
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